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Dentist

NO. 83
Kulte Jr’s meat market Is In

line

trim at present.

,

Gilmore,

Dr. A. C. V. R.

MUST GO!

27, 1896.

The G. R. Evening Press of Saturday containedan Interesting write-up

B— 1

VAUPELL BLOCK.

of

Hope
Mrs

College.

Van Leeuwen of Muskegon,

K.

mother of Rev. B.

Van

Ess, of Rose-

land, 111., died last week.

Don’t Delay

The publishing of the annual tax
Ottawa county has betn
a moment In having your eyes exam- awarded this year to the G. H. Courined If you have the slightest Idea ier Journal.

ABSOLUTELY MUST
We have

sales for

that your sight is at all impaired or
that any defect exists. If we could
only know the damage done themselves every day by people who don’t
take proper care of their eyes, the informationwould be astounding.Come
to us at once, and we’ll tell you what
you need for your eyes, if you need
anything, and will supply the glasses
required at the lowest tlgure.

GO!!

W. R. STEVENSON

but 30 days

M

The idea of the W. C. T. Unions
Lake Shore having a mass

along the

basket picnic at Raldhead Park, 8ai>

POWDER

gatuck, on the Fourth, has been aban-

doned.

Absolutely Pure;

Mayor Do Young not being able to
a cream of tart&rbaklugpowder. _
attend the sessions of the board of su of all In leavening strength.
pervlsorsthis week, Aid. Dalman, Statee GovernmentFood Report.
Koval Baking Pgwdsh Oo., 106 WiUSt.N.I
president j)ro- tern of the common council, took his place.

The

summer tramp

Is

out la

fi

force.

Within one week after the shooting
of W. 11. Lampman in Grand Rapids,
Rev. J. B. Hoekstra of Muskt
the slayer,G. T. Sullivan,was tried, goes to East Saugatuck.
convicted of murder In the second deMacatawa Park is going “toe.
gree and sent to Jackson for 23 year^.

OPTICIAN.

More in which to dispose of ’$7,000 to $8,000 worth of
Dry Goods and to accomplish this we offer

at C. A. Stevenson’sJewely
Store.

brate" on an extensive scale this ye
SatiRfartion Guarantwd.

The Republican nomUee for vice
president, Garret A. Hobart, is of
Holland descent, a graduate of Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J.,

laminationKm.

11

Holland City News.

The strawberryhas disappeared
the raspberry and currant are
Ing marketed.

,

now

and a classmate of Rev?. E. C. Oggel, Robert A1 ward, supervisor of Geoi
town, It Is said will not decline
C. Krlekard and II. Utterwlck.
paying in advance.
Republican nomination for the h
Peach growers have found a new lature.
MULDER BROS., Publishers.
pest to contend with. It Is the cut
If you are not married to some ol
^R&tes of advertlilng mad* known on applioa- worm, which attacks the leaves of merchant for your dry goods, stop
newly set peach trees and destroys think what I off on drygoods me
Holland Oitt News Printing House. Boot
them.
One man dug up half a bushel Notice C. L. String & Son’s add.
* Kramer Bldg . Eighth St.. Holland, Mich.
of earth around the foot of one tree
The American Reformed church, at
and took out eighty- four of the worms.
Orange City, I*., was struck by llgl
As a sample of the way peach trees ning last week and entirelydestroy
Circuit court was In session Monday. are loaded In the Lake Shore fruit belt Much of the contents were sav<
this season, It Is claimed that one Loss $0,000;Insured for $2,500.
The crop reports throughout the
grower near South Haven picked over
county are fairly good.
An Ice war is on among the
1,000 peaches from a single tree, and
In Grand Rapids. They were first!
Sunday, June 28, is the anniversary then left all the fruit that could poscharging $1.50 a month at houses, da*1
of the birthday of John Wesley, the sibly mature without breaking down
Uvered and put In boxes, and now Itto
the tree.
founder of Methodism.
below fifty cents In some Instances.
Publithed every Saturday. Termi$1.60 pfr year,
with a dieoount of 50 cmti

price
(Stop right here and think what

4 price

means

)

In’tbe vicinity of Lansing hail fell

to the

NOVELTY DRESS GOODS.

i2y2c“ “

Wool “

“
“

25c
30c

40c
50c

“
“

$1-25

“

i2l/2c

15c
20c
25c

“
“

“

“

“
$1.00 Silk Mixture Novelties ....... 50c 46-in“

OUR

..... 62

*/2

C

CASHMERES AND HENRIETTAS WE

LINE OF

SELL

s;OC

“

35C “
25c “
20C “
20C “

“ * <
‘

*

finish
•

........ ..... 52/2C

<

All wool ...................
Half “ ..................
(

(

it

TheC. &. W. M. allows ream
from Grand Rapids to carry free, Ijgl
the baggage car, to Ottawa Be
baskets or packages of groceries
exceeding25 pounds In weights.

Prof. H. E. Dusker will preacl
every Sunday, during his vacatl
We have still some very desirable waist pat- The date has l»een set for July 7, at
for the Fourth Ref. church in t
terns and trimming silk that must go at
city; In the morning at the resldei
At
Monday's
session
of
the
circuit
Grand Rapids.
court two criminal cases were disposed of K. Falkema, and In the afternt
Our semi-occasionalrain showers of. Henry Fagan, charged with resis- in the Third Ref. church.
and the continued warm weather have ting an officer, at Coopersvllle, plead
From Indiana they report a new to*
pushed all vegetation forward. Hay guilty, and was sent for 75 days to the
THAT MEANS-^ans^sect, whose advent has been eagerly
Is in, but Is a short crop. Last year’s Detroit House of Correction; and Geo.
looked fur by farmer*. It attacks poSi. 00 and $1.25 evening shades and latest Persian drought is held largely responsible for Steiner, who was held In connection
tato bugs and Jls effectual In driving*
ejects at ........................ 50c and 62^ this.
with the hold-up in Holland,In April
the pests from the potato vines. It It
last, was discharged.
Ed. Palmer rode up from Saugatuck
a diamond -shaped Insect, with a longto Grand Haven on the beach the
beak, and makes a business of spear**
With reference to the Benton liarother day on his wheel, in 2 hours. 30
log the potato bugs and llvingofftheir*
bar bicycle races we have been reminutes. The beach was In elegant
blood. It does no harm to the vinee*Latest Novelties and Surahs 50c and 75c
quested to publish the following:
It Is green in color.
8° at ............................ 25c and 37 jc shape and admitted of fast riding, but
“The bicycle races will be managed
he had a headwind the full 31 miles. by the Orlolo club, and some of the
The Holland City 1-Band, Wo.
Heavy Black Satins, Crystal, Faille and Poide Soi
During our last war with Great best riders in the county will be there. Thomas director, has Issued an offlclaL
at 75c, $1.00 and $1.25 all go ---- 37k, 50c, 62ic
Road race— Napier bridge course,
Britain,a muscular Quaker, while on seven miles, open: prlz-*,diamond.
program announcing a series of free
a coasting voyage, was overhauled by
Open race from corner of Main and concerts,eight In number. Tha
a British privateer. During the en- Pipestone streets to the river bridge opening concert was on Thnu_
and return; tlrst prize, gold watch.
gagement a boat-crew attempted to
C tub race, same course open to mem- evening, from the Gee piazza,and was
boa d another pari of the vessel, and l)ers of the club: prizes, gold and sil- very satisfactory.These concert* wiH
seizing the leader, our Quaker threw ver medals.
DRESS TRIMMING,
be repeated every succeeding WednesThose wishing to enter the races
Hooks and Eyes, Stays, Shields, etc. him about ten feet out Into the deep
day thereafter, at different points to
must send in their names before «
sea, saying as he did so, “Friend, I
the city. The band would like to sea
LACES, EMBROIDERIES,
o' Jock on the night or July 2nd.
hope thee c*n swim!”
some
arrangements entered Into with I
Ribbons, Hair Pins and Ornaments.

SILKS.

50c on the Dollar.

Just Think

AT COST.
75c grade?, fine imp. s Ik

thott

The Chicago Cycling club has chardepth of four Inches last Fri- tered the steamer Charles McVea for
day, and crops withlng a circuit of a Suday trip across the lake. The club
and the members of the Women’s
twenty miles have been destroyed.
Auxlllars will leave on Saturday evenDr. J. Otte, who Is about to return ing, August 23, on the boat, and will
to China, will before his departure be spend the following day at Saugatuck,
ordainedas a ministerof the gosnel. returning on Sunday night.

Our Entire Stock of
ioc Worsted Plaids .......................... 5c
........................ 6y2c
aoc Worsted Novelties .......... 10c (36 in. wide)
25c All
.......... I2l/2C “
Challies ...........
“
Novelties ............
“

to

< l

it

NOTIONS

GLOVES.
68

prs.

Si.

25 Fine Button Gloves ............ 62^0

227 prs. $i.oo and $1.50 fine lace gloves. .62ic, 87c
94 prs. $1.00 and $1.25 Mosqutairs,
:

White

and Colored ........................
71 prs.

Si.

00 and

Si.

23

62

Undressed Gloves..

The

JETS, GIMPS and BRAIDS.
!c, 75c,

50c,

62k

Art Linens by Piece or Yard.

Silks

earner City of Chicago, of the

Graham & Morton

line,

strandedon a

sand bar off St. Joseph Sunday afternoon, and after trying to release her............................ 3c self in vJn. sent for tugs, which released the vessel at 5:3" p. m. She
then went n to St. Joseph, and left
on time fur Chicago. Theie was a
dense fog at the time, and the vessel
was moving very slowly. She had 600
passengers on board.

Everythinggoes
Embroidery

s1

at 50c

on the

Dollar.

DOHESTICS.

An exchange remarks: “Newspaper
You would’nt sell a men always know more than they
write; they always shield more than
bushel of wheat at 50c if people were trampling over themselves to buy it at 70c.
they expose; they are more merciful
than cruel, as has been truly said.
The person who trusts a newspaper
man may rely upon the fact that he
5c and 6c sheetings — Arrow brand Fruit and Lonsdale sheetings 7c.
6c and 7c Simpson Black and colwill
he treated fairly. No manly
and States Brand, Clifton Mills, Fine wide Bleach sheeting 4c.
ored prints 4k
man
was
ever hurt by a newspaper,
Lawrence and Badger State L. L. American Blue prints 4c.
A beutiful line of 12k Persian patand
no
one
Is quicker to see the manall- go at 4c.
Amoskeage Apron Ginghams 4k. tern Percales iojcner of man one Is than the newspaper
Pepperill Mills and Argyle 6c.
Light Prints 3k
15c Persian pattern Dimities at nc
man who studies men and their acYe

do not offer at 50c on the dollar because everybody will take

them

at wholesale prices.

NOTICE PRICES:

tions day unto day.”

Positively everything
so

we knock

off

must go in the next 30 days

the price a great big 1-2.

No

small re-

ductions as our competitors say. First come

served. —

C.L.S

first

many

years of service

local satisfaction Is expressed

the citizens,bv

which

these -concerto,

No Matter what You Want

For the present the 19th U. S. Inf.,
with which, Capt. C. Gardener Is
connected, will not be ordered west.
Amongthe Items of army news in connection with this regiment we notice
the following:Private Gerrit G.
Plencher was discharged last week,
after a service of five years in that
regiment, and twenty-five years in the
United States army. Private Plencher has seen

Much

with the postponementof the State are to be continued In the park, dui^
Encampment of the Sons of Veterans, ing the balance of the season.
which wa< to have been held in Holland this week, to July 14-17. Hope
Huckleberries are not plentiful
College Commencementand the En- around here, but up north they are ao
campment would have been too much Important Item In the fruit growth.
for our citizens to take care of In one Says the Muskegon Chronicle: The
and the same week. It would have huckleberry crop Is this season repor*
divided the attention due to both, and tsd to be a prolificone. There Is an
perhaps Impaired the success of the unusual demand in Chicago this sev
latter, especially since in no year of son and good prices are realized.The
the history of the College has its an- shipment of huckleberries has already
nual Commencementbrought such a st-t In. Each morning this week loada
large number of visitors and old ac of men, women and children from this
quaintancesto the city as has been city have been seen driving to the
entertainedby our citizens at their huckleberrypatches where they make
homes during the past week.
pretty good wages picking the berries.

and

that in extremelyvaried surroundings.

He Is a native of Holland, and has
served enlistments in the Batch,
French and English armies. Plencher
took .part in several engagementsin
the Blackfills in 1873.

Be

it iii

Men’s, Boy’s or Children’s

Clothing. We can supply your
needs. Also in Hats and Caps.

We

will

make you a

STYLISH SUMMER SUIT
For $16.00.

KX

_

_

*

BOSMAN BROS.
•

'

.

'r

^rTrfysrrrmirj^winmr^T

barms practices,well known as lynchMEHCHANT MARINE.
ing, or killingof human Mngs. susfavor restoring the early Ameripected or charged with crime, without
can
in policy or
of aiBcrnuiimtmg
discriminating uUtlesfor
du
proccs ui law.
the up-building of our merchant marSATURDAY, Junetf MG.
NATIONAL ARBITRATION.
ine and the protection of our shipping
in the foreign carrying trade, so that
We.
favor
the creation of a national
Mich. American ships— the product of AmerHollana.
board of arbitration to settle and adican labor, employed in American
differences which may arise bePRINCIPLES. shipyards, sailing under the stars and just
tween employers and employed in instripes, and manned, officered and
ter state commerce.
owned by Americans— may regain the
THU IU<iIIT TLATKOHM K»K TME UKillT
HOMESTEADS.
earn ing of our foreign commerce.

Holland City News,

NEXT EXCURSION Tp

We

Will he via C. & W. M. R’y on June
23. Train will leave Holland ut 8:25
a. m., and run through to La Porte,
Imi., to accommodate excursionists
wishing to attend the big German
Picnic at that place. Tickets will he
-old only to La Porte, and rate from
Holland will bj $1.00. Train will
leave La Porte returning a 7:00 p m..
and Si. Joe about 8.o0. Take your
wheel along. CjsIs nothing on ex-

REPUBLICAN

MAX.

most remedies

M

E.

ml
For the first time since the Civil
le it Imate effort-'t" le>.>enand proven'
War the American people have wit- The veterans of the Union armies the i viD (ff intemp'-ra’ ec ard promote
nessed the calamitous eonsMjuenocs of deserve and should receive fair treatment and generous recognition. morality
full am unrestricted Democratic con
mum-' or women.
trol of lii e govern mint. It has been Whfut ver practicable they should be
a record of unparalleledincapacity, given the preference in the matter of
The Republican party is mindful ol
dishonor and disaster. In adminis employment, and they are entitled to Ibe light*' and iuteiv-'!«'..o£ worn- n.
trativc management it has ruthlessly tin enactment of such laws as are hot
I’rotection of American inuustries in
sacrificed indispensablerevenue, en- calculated to secure the fulllllment of
eludes ei|uai opportunities, equal pa\
tailed an unceasing deficit, eked ’out the phdge.s made to them in the dark
for n[iiai work, and protection to Inordinary current expenses with bor da\s of the country’s peril. W'e de
home. We favor the admission ot
rowed money, piled up the public debt nounce the practice in the the pension women to w uler spheres of usefulm ^
by $262,000, ubo in time of peace, forced bureau, so recklessly and unjiMly
and welcome their eo operationin r an adverse balance of trade kept a carried on by the present administracuing the country from Democratic
perpetual menace hanging over the tion. of reducing pensions and arid and Populisticmismanagement and
redemption fund, pawned American trarily dropping names from the rolls, misrule.
credit, in alien syndicates,and re- as deservingthe severest condemnaversed all the measures and results of tion of the American people.
Such are the principles and policies
successful Republican rule. In the
FOREIGN RELATION-;.
of the Republican party. Ry the>o
broad effect of its policy It has precipt
principles we will abide, and these
Our foreign policy should be at all
tated panic, blighted industry and
policies we will put into execution.
trade with prolonged depression, times firm, vigorous and dignified, We ask for them the considerate
closed factories, reduced work and and all our Interests in the Western judgment of the American people.
wages, halted enterprise and crippled hemisphere carefully watched and
Confident alike in the history of «iur
American production, while stimulat- guarded.
Hawaiian Islands gieat party and in the justice of our
ing foreign productionfor the Ameri- should be controlled by the United
cause, we present our platform and
States, and no foreign power should
can market.
our candidates in the full assurance
Every consideration of public safety be permitted to interfere with them;
that the election will bring victory to
and individual interest demands that the Nicaragua canal should be built,
the Republican party and prosperity
the government shall be rescued from owned and operated by the United
to the people of the United States.
the hands of those who have shown States, and bv the purchase of the
themselves Incapable of conducting it Danish Islands we should secure a
Real Estate Transfers.
without disaster at home and dishonor proper and much needed naval station
C Rouge to R Harder Be U se >4 pec 4 Holland
abroad, and shall be restored to the in the West Indies.
$725.

w

se

^

sec 24 $10(1

E B Brewer jr to A v Raalte et at e G Be (4 Bee
3 Robins m $4(0.
B J d Vries et al to C Scales It 25

Mac

>

that In

opium and morphine are stupefyingnarcoticpoisons?
most countriesdruggistsare not permitted to sell narcotics

that you should not permit any medicine to be given your child

Do Yon Know

it is

Do Yon Know

t

t

Cactoriais the prescriptionof the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.

that

has been in use for nearly thirtyyears, and that more Castoria is now sold than

That

it

of

other remedies for childrencombined

all

composed

that Castoria Is a purely vegetable preparation,and that a list of

ingredientsis publishedwith every bottle

its

Know

Do Yon

Castoria ” and

“

f

that the Pateni Office Departmentof the United States,and of

its

formula, and that to imitatethem

Do Yon Know

Plenty of opportunity here

Do You Know

f"f

a state

prison offense

f

36 average

that

harmless?

doses of Castoria are furnishedfor

35

osnts, or one cent a dose r

pleas .re. Special traia will leave I! dat 10:0 . a. m., and arrive at
Grand Kapios at 11:10 a m. Leave
Grand R.i: ids at 0:30 and 11:30 p m.
Round Dip :>a cents.
Geo. De Haven. G. P. A
ihihI

22-1

is

one of the reasons for granting this governmentprotectionwas

that

because Castoriahad been proven to be absolutely

JDNK2M.

Do You Know
hrtjvwell.

MMl,

when possessedof

that

this

and that you may have unbroken rest

these things

ore

perfectpreparation,your children may
I

worth knowing. They ore facta.

w
The foe-simile

la

on «very

signatnreof

Respect folly lours1 have bought the entire stock of
shoes and foot-wearof E. Herold. and
desiie to close out all of last season's
goods that are more or less out of

rapper.

Children Cry

for

Pitcher’s Castoria.

style.

Some of these goods will be sold at
greatly reduced prices.
Come and

see!

An Honest Man’s Story.

A special invitationIs extended to
Greenvillage, Pa., Jan. 23, ’%.
my old friends and customersthatused
to deal with me heretofore,when I
Dear Sir:— Thank God there K a
medicine that wili cure catarrh. Mr.
was in the Dry Goods trade.
D. Bertscii.
PretzingerI used your samp e box ot
catarrh which you sent me. The tlr»t
Eighth Str., Holland.
night I u<ed It it helped me. May God
Our jeweler Stevenson has just laid bless you for your kindness. I used
in a large and varied assortment of the little box you sent me ami about
Leather Belts, Bicycle Belts, tine half of a 50 cent jar. They keep it in
Pocket Books, Gold. Silver and Alum- Chambersbug.I have told a great
nium Buckles, Blouse Sets, Belt Pins many people an. ut. >om m • hcinc
etc. Our lady friends would do well Hon. Squire Brit'oii, broiii i -m-law
to me, is using it; he fay* it is I elptng
to examine his stock before buying.
him verv much: he has catarr.i very
Ind. Mo C. D. Ludwig. .I.* -.o-'erof
For SaleVery cheap, a 25 foot steam launch. HuInquire of A. Ostrander.Allegan, ^in
Mich.
I

J Wyngaarden und 1-2 lw

ties Loan end. In Turkey American 1-1 se 14 sec 10 Zeeland$800
We renew and emphasize our alle- residents have been exposed to the
L Miller and wife toE J Millers 1 2nw 1 4 b«c
Buy your Binder Twine of II
giance to the policy of protectionas
gravest dangers and American proper 2 Chester $2500.
De Kruif. Jr.. Holland and Zeeland.
the bulwark ot American industrialinty destroyed there, and everywhere
22-2 w.
dependenceand the foundation of American citizens and American prop- M v d C in gel to 0 Headworth Its 10, 11, 12 13
American developmentand prosperity.
Dudleys add Lamont $400
erty must be absolutelyprotected at
C. & W. M -D. L. X N
This true American policy taxes for- all hazards and at any cost.
C Blom and wife to the Holland Furniture Co
eign products and encourageshome inIts 5 and 6 bk 2S Holland IlliOO.
EXCURSION RATES TO IM POUTMON HOE DOCTRINE.
dustry; it puts ttye burden of revenue
ANT PLACES.
on foreign goods; It secures the AmerMarriage Licenses
We re-assertthe Monroe doctrine in
ican market for the American producCleveland
its full extent, and we re-afflrm the C. WoldcrlDg.Hollaud
er; it upholds the Americao standard
right of the United States to give the Biena Scholtena,Grand RapidB
Mystic Shrine Meeting. One Orof wages for the American workingdoctrine effect by responding to the
rate. Selling dates June 21-22. Reman; it puts the factory by the side of appeals of any American state for Hendrick Van Spyker, noil ind
turn June 25.
Neeltje De Fonw
the farm, and makes the American
friendly intervention In case of Eurofarmer less dependent on foreign de- pean encroachment.We have not in- Jacob Alberti
Washington, D. C.
mand and prices; It diffuses general terfered with the existing possessions Nellie M. Wesihoek
Y. P. S. C. E. Meeting. One funthrift,and founds the strengthof all
rate. Selling dates July 4 to 7. Reof any European power in this hemis- Johannes nook jr
on the strength of each. In its rea- phere, but the possessionsmust not.
turn July 15 and 31.
Janna
"
sonable application it is just, fair and
on any pretext be extended. We hope- Cornelius Mobr, Allendale
Buffalo, N. Y.
impartial, equally opposed to foreign
fully look forward to the eventual
N. E. A. Meeting. One fare plus 82.
control and domestic monopoly, to withdrawing of the European powers Minnie HorlingB
Selling dates July 5 and 6. Return
sectional discrimination and Individufrom this hemisphere and to the ulti- Earl E. Gobs, Grand Rapids
July 1*J and Sept. 1.
al favoritism.
Adda Williams, Jamestown Cent e
mate union of all the English-speaking
We denounce the present Democratic part of the continentby the free con- John Llevete;. Crisp
Chicago, 111.
tariff as sectional, injurious to the
Mary MeengaNoordeloo*
National Democratic Convention.
sent of the inhabitants.
public credit, and destructive to busiOne fare rate. Selling dates July 3
Aart Van der Melden. Grand Haven
ness enterprise.We demand such an
CUBA.
to 6. Return July 12.
Grace Middle
equitable tariff on foreign products as
From
the
hour
of
achieving
their
Cincinnati, O.
John
Mulder
will not only furnish adequate revenue
own independence lie people of the Sophia Smith
Grand Lodge Elks. One fare rate
for the necessary expenses of the govSelling dates not yet completed.
ernment, but will protect American United States have regarded with
labor from degeneration to the wage sympathy the struggles of other
Bay View, Mich.
nirliiganHome and Hospital .tociatim,
level of other lands. We are not American people to free themselves
ip Meeting and Assembly. One
Cam.
from
European
domination.
We
pledged to any particularschedules.
(irand Rapids, Michfare rate.
rate Selling dates July 6 to 16.
The question of rates is a practical watch with deep and abiding interest
Gkntlemen:— I have to-day re- Return August 15th.
the
heroic
battles
of
the
Cuban
patriquestion, to be governed by the con
ceived at the hands of your agent,
Ask C. & W. M., and D. L.
N.
ditions of time and of production:the ots against cruelty and oppression,
Mr. Thomas E. Sharp, your cheek agents for further information.
ruling and uncompromisingprinciple and our best hopes go out for the full
success of their determined contest No. 455 for the amount of Thirty-tive
GEO. DkIIAVEN, G. P. A.
is the protection and development of
dollars and seventy-onecents, ($35.71), 21— 3vt.
American laltor and industry. The for liberty.
the same i»eing prompt and liberal
country demands a right settlement, The government of Spain, having
settlementof my claim against said
lost
control
of
Cuba,
and
being
unable
For Binder Twine go to II De
and the: it wants rest.
to protect the property or lives of Associationon account of accident, Kruif. Jr., Zeeland and Holland. 22-2w
resident American citizens,or to com occurring May 12th 18%.
UELirROCITV.

I.-

,

i.

.

hog

Attend the Grand Rapids

Business coiieoe,
Shorthand,Typewriting and Practical
Training School,

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICH,

ind prepare yourselfto till more retponsifoe and better paying positions.
Send for Catalogue.
A. s Parish,
72 Pearl Str., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Address:
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SUNDAY EXCURSION
TO
GRAND RAPIDS.

a

The

HauDh

for

other countries,have issued exclusiveright to Dr. Pitcherand his assigns to use the word

We sympat bi/.e *ith all wise

A Banish to M

that Paregoric,

without labelingthem poisonsI

'
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Do You Know

Godfrey's Cordial,many so-calledSoothing
Boot!
Bateman’sDrops, Godfrey’s
Syrups, and

GERMAN PICNIC.

i

w

MOTHERS,
| |

practicable date, having due regard to
June 28 will tie “German Day” at
the interest- of the pcop’e of the territoiies and of the United States. Ail La Porte, Ind . and to help their
the federal offlct-rsappointed fur the nrcthrencelebrate In proper style the
Mi are
territories should be selected fr m Geunansfrom western Michigan
bona tide residentsthereof,and the going on a special train via C. & W.
right of self government should be ac- M. R y, which will leave Holland at
s;2.'»a. in., and arrive at La Porte at
corded far as practicable.
noon. Return train will leave at Tff'O
ALASKA.
i«. m. Round trip fare will be $l.i>0.
We believe the citizens of Alaska fhe Maenner-Chor and German Drv
should have representationin the matic Club of Grand Ranids will take
congress of the United States, to tin part in the exercises of the clay.
Geo. DeIIa' kv l. P. A.
end that needful legislation may be
•>•> •> -y
intelligentlyenacted.

TEM

Infants and Children.

for

SUNDAY EXCURSION
TO THE*

We favor the admission of the re
maining territories at the earliest

earth.

party, which, for thirty years, adminARMENIAN MASSACRES.
isted It with unequaled success and
prosperity.And in this connection The massacres in Armenia have
we heartily indorse the wisdom, the aroused the deep sympathy and just
patriotism, and the success of the ad- indignation of the American people,
ministration of President Harrison.
and we believe that the United States
should exercise all the influenct it can
TAB IFF.
properly exert to bring these atroci-

0

Holland.

TERRITORIES.

CASTOR A
I

believe in an immediate return cursion trains.
Geo. DkHaven, G. P. A.
to the free homestead policy of the
22- 2 w
Republican party, and urge the pas
sage by cong'ress of the satisfactory
Save money by buying Binder
free homestead measure which has already passed the house, an I is now Twine of II. De Kruif. Jr.. Zeeland
and
22-2w.
pending in the senate.

PENMoVS.

bk,

I

We

MONEY.

The Republican party is unreservedUnns rictcd Coin<iy< oj American MnscU,
and nil Honest Jkdlur for an Hantst ly for sound money. It caused the
enactment of the law providing for
Day's Work.
the resumption of specie payments in
IST'i: since than every 'dollar has been
THE ELEPHANT'STHI NK OX'CE MOHE as good as gold.
We are unalterably opposed to every
• IN SIGHT.
measure calculated to debase our curThe following is the full text of the
rency or impair the credit of our counRepublicannational platform. Let try. We are therefore opposed to the
every reader of the News read it and free coinage of silver except by interstudy it. and lay it aside for future national agreement with the leading
commercial Gallons of the world,
reference:
which we pledge ourselves to promote,
The Republicans of the I'nited and until such agreement can be obStates, assembled by their representa- tained. the existing gold standard
tives in national convention, appeal- must be preserved.
All our silver and paper currency
ing for the popular and historicaljusIcation of their claims to the match- must be maintainedat parity with
tlffc
less achievements of thirty years of gold, and we favor all measures deRepublican rule, earnestlyand confi- signed to maintain inviolably the obdently address themselves to the ligations of the United States and all
awakened intelligence,experience our money, whether coin, or paper, at
and conscience of their countrymen in the present standard— the standardof
the following declaration of facts and the most enlightened nations of the
principles:

ST. JOE.
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COOK'S

o turned into cunsumpt ion: she (lied
in in i
< \ four! byear. J have a farm
Method of Filling antj
op nt >t .isbirg. m-vuii mi us irom
Greeiivuluge. On nice d,i\s I drive
Extracting the Teeth.
upthefaim and work Mr. Prutiinger I
Perfectly safe and comihiuk it would pav von to have it pul
in all Franklin County papers as 1 am
paratively painless.
a reliable,honest man. so the people
Dental nfficeover Blom's Bakery 8thSt.
say, middling well acquaintedover the
Yours truly,
Geo. K. Zollinger.
A small sample con be obtained by
Piles! Piles!
sending a 2c. stamp to Pretzinger
Dr
Williams' Indian PI a Olutmant will cure
Bros., Chemists, Dayton, O.
ullnd, bleeding,ulcerated and itching piles. It
->

i

\

'

County.

One Minute Cough Cure

t*

u. hcs

the right spot. It also touches it at
the right lime if you take It when i ou
have a cough or cold. See the point?
Then don’t cough.

Lawrence Kramer.

uleorhs the turners,allays the Itchingat once,
icts as a poultice,glvts Instantrellel. Dr. Wllcm's Indian "
Pile
- Ointment
Tnl
Is prepared only for
Piles and itching on the private parta, and nothing else Every box Is guaranteed. Bo d by
Iruggists. sent by mall, for $1.01 per box. Williams MTgCo , Propr's.Cleveland, O.
Sold on a guarantee by J. O. Doesburg,Ho>
ind

-

t

Over Thirty Years

At the

&

H. I). Werkman.
Geo. Huizinga, Local Col-

ply with its treaty obligations, we beWe believe the repeal of the recipro- lieve that the government of the
Apply to
city arrangements negotiated by the
22-2 w
United States should actively use its
last Republicanadministrationwas
influence and good offices to restore
national calamity, and we demand
Go to II. De Kruif, Jr., for a good
peace and give independence to the
their renewal and extension on such
second hand mower or binder. Hol- Office over Vaapeil'H Haroosa Store. Fitting
Island.
terms as will equalize our trade with
Rlaasesfnr the care of healaches and all diffi
land and
22-2w.
the NAVY.
CUlt O" H' B.
other nations, remove the restriction*'
Officeday. Monday1 and Tuesday, at Holland
which now obstruct the sale of AmerThe peace and security of the reWednesday and Ihureday at the Cutler House,
Miceican products In the ports of other
Grand Haven. Mich. I will r«-f*>rmy work t<
public. and the maintenance of its
countries,and secure enlarged markets
The annual meeting of the stock the Ph*slo aul ot this place or t. any Oculist in
rightful intluence among the nations
Grand Rapids.
for the products of our farms, forests
holders of the Ottawa County Build
of the earth, demand a naval power
EXAMINATION FREE.
and factories.
ing and Loan Associationwill be held
commensuratewith its position and
1 call at your home only when requested
Protection and reciprocityare twin
at
the
office in the Kanters Block,
responsibility.
therefore favor
measures of Republican policy and go the continued enlargementof the Holland,at 4 o’clock P. M., Tuesday,
hand in hand. Democratic rule has
navy and a complete system of harbor July 21, 18%, for the purpose of receiv- Hrs.
recklesslystruck down both, and both
ing the Eighth Annual Report, electand scacoast defenses.
must be re-eslablishcd. Protect! m for
ing five directors in place of C. Ver
H ettie fl
FOREIGN IMMIGRATION.
what we produce: free admission for
Schure, G. J. Van Duren, It. A. Ha
the necessaries of life, which we do
berman. J.G. Van PutUn and D. J.
For the protection of the equality
not produce: reciprocalagreements of
Te Roller, whose terms of office ex
of our Arnurican citizenshipand of
mutual interest,which gain open marpire at that date, and transacting such
the wages of our workingmen against
Is the gifted artist of
kets to others. Protection builds up
the fatal competitionof low priced la- other business as may come oefore the
Grand Rapids. Mich.,
domestic industry and trade, and se- bor, wedemand that the Immigration meeting.
who caints your por
cures our own market for ourselves;
Stockholders
desirous of presenting
laws lie thoroughly enforced, and so
trait and tills It full
11 of
reciprocity builds up a foreign trade
names
of members as candidates for
extended as to exclude from entrance
and finds an outlet for our surplus.
election as directors can do so to the
to the United States those who can
Secretary, on or before July 1, 18%.
neither read nor write.
SUGAR.
Holland.June 17. 1896.
CIVIL SERVICE.
C. A. Stevenson, Sec.
We condemn the present administra22 5w
The civil service law was placed on
tion for not keeping faith with the
sugar producers
:ers of this
tn
country. The the statute hook by the Republican
Buly only Peering or McCorRepublican party favors such protec- party, which has always sustained it,
mic
:k Mowers and Binders. The
tion as will lead to the production on and we renew our repeated declaraAmerican soil of all the sugar which tions that it shall be thoroughly and worlds best. H. De Kruif, Jr., Zee22-2w.
the American people use, and for honestly enforced and extended where land and
which they pav other countries more ever practicable.
I.
than $100,000,000annually.
anyone wishing one of MRS.

lector.

Zeeland.

We

Harroun

Mr. H. Wettstein,a well-known,
enterprisingcitizen of Byron, 111.,
writes: “Before I paid much attention to regulating the bowels, I
hardly

knew

and BEAUTY.

Holland.

W. HARROUN

MR.

FREE BALLOT.

WOOL AND WOOLENS.

HARROUN’S Lovely Portraits,

We demand

that every citizenof the
United Slates shall be allowed to cast When Baby wm Mck, we gave her CMtorta.
To all our products-to those of the
one free and unrestrictedballot, and When the was a Child, At cried for OMtorla.
mine and the Held, as well as to those
that such ballot shall be counted and
of the shop and factory— to hemp— to
When she beeiune Mte, abe dung to OMtorU.
returned as cast.
wool, the product of the great IndusWhen the had Children,aho gave them OMtorU,
try of sheep husbandry, as well as to
LYNCHINOS.
the finished wooiens of the mill— We
We proclaim our unqualifiedconpromise the most ample protection.
demnation of the uncivilized and bar1

_____

_______

________ ______

a well day; but since I

learned the evil reand Hie

m

>

efficacy of

Pills, I

have not had

— not one

restored.”

AYER’S
Cathartic Pills
Medal tnd Diploma >t World*! Fair, j
Ta Rntore Strength,tiki Ajer'i Sirsapirillii

If
The

You Need
services of a first-class

—

_______

_

________

DENTIST

City State Bank.

-Mfj

Vanderllaar III1?., Eighth Street-

NOVELTY BARREL

attack

—

Dr. A. Lambert,

.

reasonable prices.

0110 da>’,s 8*c^ne83
for over thirty years

86 MONROE STREET, Cor. 8th and River
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Good and Substantial meals
always. Also lunches at

AYER’S

that did not readily yield to this
remedy. My wife had been, previous to our marriage,an invalid for
years. She had a prejudice against
cathartics, but as poon as she began
to use Ayer’s Pills her health was

and expression,
please drop a card in the Post
Office and MR. HARROUN will
Call on
call and see you with samples on
next trip.
so true in likeness

Central
Restaurant*

sults of constipation,

LIFE,

HEALTH

new

Without Sickness.

Dr. A. B. Lee,

SCIENTIFIC OPTICIAN.

EAT HEARTY!

Sts., above

Holland

prau Papips.
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_
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Warm Weather Favorable to

Produete of Many Matter* of General latrreetNoted
the
Below.
Lansing, June 24.— The usual report PresidentLowen, of Kalamazoo oolhows generally favorable weather for j leg**, has put the institutionout of debt
all crops. Wheat continues to improve by presenting $i,000 in cash.
and is beginning to turn. Corn has
The postoffleedepartment has estabgrown slowly, but looks good and lished u new pas to dice nt Michllindu,
healthy. Oats and rye continue finely, Muskegon county, with Fred H. Mason
and rye is nearly ready to cut. Pas- ,10 postmaster.
— --tures are good. Weather has allowed
1 he SouthwesternMichigan Spiritu-

mFm
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NEWSY PARAGRAPHS.
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Bargains

’

a

much
good

|-

§2.25 Parasols

“

S5c
§8.00

at

................§1.25

kl

..................5(

‘

................ §1.50

RR

M. N OTI

a

of the grain will

be

in the shock by July 4, the usual time

of

beginning cutting. The damage done
to wheat by rust and Hessian fly is
Potatoes are now six cents per bushel
much less than at first estimated, al- in Lapeer county and farmers are hastthough in some localities, especiallyon cuing to unload their stock nt that
light soils, the insects caused consid- figure, which is expected to declinestill
erahle injury to the crop. In the further before long,
southwestern counties the acreage
'i he shipment of huckleberries has
plan (I'd to what is slightly less than
- b'VUii at Muskegon. The crop this
bust year, but the excellentyield in the yen* is one of the largest for a long
largest grain growing districts will lime, and many men, women and chilmake an increased output this season. dren are earning good wages.
The oat crop is the heaviest for years.
'I he third annual conferenceof the
health officers of Michigan will be held
CLASS DAY AT ANN ARBOR. nt Ann Arbor, July If. and 17. Many
Three Hundred Member* In the Law valuable papers will be read and dis(iraduntliiK Clan* Till* Year.
ousseil, and a large attendance is exAnn Arbor, June 2;J.-— The law seniors, JH'eteil.
over 300 in number, awoke Monday
Willie Daguc. eight years old, of
morning, listened to their last regular South Cu'stei-, Mason county, scuffed
lecture, which by a vote of the class v it h an older boy for the possessionof a
was accorded to Prof. Floyd K. Meehem. guu. The gun was discharged and the
At two o'clock, in university hall, the top of young Hague's head was blown
annual class exercises wore held. A off.
portrait of ex-Dean Jerome ('. KnowlAn effort is to be made to organize an
ton was the memorial presented to the niiti-.N.il(H>n
league at Muskegon Dim
universit \ 1»\ he la w i lass of ’'.)f>. The summer. This movement is a new one
honor men were Fred L. Ingraham, of in Michigan, coming from Ohio, where
Michigan, president: Henry K. Xoth- considerablework has been done on

oilers:

of .Missouri,historian, Karl 1). Reynolds. of Michigan, orator; Albert A.
liti/.man, of Ohio, prophet; Kdgor F.
O'I.earv, of Michigan, valedictorian;
Daniel R. Hughes, of Missouri, v'lnss
memorial orator. Regent Levi L. Barhour. of Detroit, accepted the memorial
for the university.

Fine line of L:irii in Shirt Waists from ...................... ."lOr to
Shirt Waist Sets frnn ............................................ 10c to :i.V
Belt Fins and Belt Buckles from ...............................5c to
Latest Styles in Ladies Neck Wear.
Ladies Hose from ....................................... 5c to f»0c a pair
BOTH DROP DEAD.
Frenis’ Half Hose from ...................................
5c to 50c a pair.
Children's Hose a Specially.
Two Farmers with Almost the Same
Ladies Vests with and without Sleeves, from .......................5c to 75c
Name* ami Same Disease.
Gents’ Colored Merino and Fine Gauze Underwearat ....... ............ 25c
Niles, June 21.— Two strange deaths
Boys’ Silver Gray Ribbed Underwear at ................................. 25c
occurred here Saturday morning, reChildren's Gauze Underwear at all prices.
markable for their similarity. Two
miles north of here resided Anson F.
Besides these bargains we can show you prints, cottons, Miller, aged 05, a well-to-do fanner.
outing flannels ginghams, percales, laces
embroider- About the same distunceeast of the
city lived Anton Miller, aged 71. one
ies at prices that can compete with any firm in this city.
of the oldest settlers in this part of
Michigan. Saturday morning at nine
o'clock both dropped dead at their respective homes I mm heart disease. The
JH.
'rh0
reLaLlo rc-nr.Ie r:*; fact of the gentlemen having the
ever ofi'orod to Ladier!. same surname, almost the same given
especially recommend- name, both fanners and the death of
— --- . . _
ed to married La'”"- both at about the exact minute, makes
»Aak for Dll. MOTT’S »3U’HY^'jYa1VZLL8 a: 2 vako uo otueSend for circular. 1-rlce '.00 ner l>ox,
. >0' a startlingcoincidence.

and

aSfUSLO cn!y
PENNYIM PILLS,

ESISi.

G

___

'

CHEMICAL

’

I)R. MOTT’S
CO., - ClevuJnnd, Oliio.‘
TURNED TO STONE.
For Sale by J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines,
Trusses, Shoulder Br. ces, Spectacles. Faints and Oils. Brushes, Fine Cigars Petrifactionof a Iloily Hurled Near Elkand choice lot of Perfumeries.
hart Four Years Ago.
Niles, June 24. — The body of Christian Bartholomew, who died and was
buried near Elkhart four years ago,
was recently exhumed for removal to
another cemetery,and upon bringing
the remains to light it was discovered
that the body had not turned to dust,
but had become completely petrified.
It had the same appearance us when
placed in the grave four ye^-s before.
The body when struck gave forth a
ringing sound, like striking a stone.
It weighed at least 400 pounds and five
Entire stock of-4^
men were required to lift it from the

mm

Globing Out Sale
FOR CASH.

grave.

Clothing

Death of an Educator.
Hillsdale, June 23.— Prof. John S.
Copp, of the theologicaldepartment of
Hillsdale college, is dead. For four
years I’rof.Copp had been unable to sit
up, and had suffered intense agoiues
from a severe strain received while in

Hats, Caps and Furnishing Goods, regardless of
cost. Come for Bargains.

Jonkman & Dykema.

|

GO TO
Reidsema,
FOR
Handsome

CHEAP

the army. I’rof. Copp was about 55
years old. He graduated with Will
Carleton in isoit, and was a member of
Kappa Chapter Delta Tan Delta. He
was for years the alumni professor of
Hillsdale college,and was given a year
abroad, which he spent in study at
Heidelberg university, and then was

made

professor of theology.
ProhlbltlonlfttH Divided.

Brick Store west
of Opera House.

%

Eiomii
BEDROOM SUITS.

patterns, new styles $10.00 and up. Very
24x30 plate, solid oak for only $15.00.

heavy

‘M
*

carved.

La

n

sing,

June

24.—

The two factions

of the prohibition party w ill hold their
state conventionsin this city on July
3 and 4. There is a bitter feeling be-

tween the factions. This was indicated Tuesday when A. L. Moore, of
Pontiac, representing the broad gauge
element, found that Samuel Dickie,
representing the narrow gauge faction,

THE FINEST SELECTIONS OF

rjj

Burns kerosene from a wick. Absolutely non- explosive.
The most economical stove in the world. Now in stock at a

KANTFRS BROS.
f WEARE
RECEIVING

Spring Goods!

had leased a convention hall upon

m

:

e

h lines.

^Waiitaper

nion City prides herselfupon lowering Die rate of taxation for the ensuing
year one-eighthof one per cent., the
nit. being one-half of one per cent, this
year. The assessed ablation of the village is $M'.s,4hi.
1

Lace and Chenille

v

Along

Die

Menominee

hoppers, which are so

river the grass-

The

numerous this

Curtains

yar. are not stopping at grain and
grass, but are. eating the strawberry
plants and causing much loss in that
branch of farming.

Fiisv

Southwestern Michigan sportsmen
claim that never since the passage of
the laws for the protection of fish has

there been such systematicand open
violationof the law on the lakes of that
region as at the present time.

The land owners in the western ]>ortion of Huron county have suddenly become silver men. The reason is the recent discovery near Bay Fort of a vein
of silver ore five feet thick, located 30
feet below the surface.

The supreme commanderyof the
United Friends of Michigan has decided
that hereafter no death benefit shall he
paid to the heirs of a member who shall
commit suicide, unless he shall have
been a member of the order for at least
two years.

(F e«t line of

In tin

nty.

Chain, Writ ing Desks, Upholstered Rockers,
Lamps, Water Colors, Land-

Fat lor Suits, Hanging

-capes, Eisels, Etc.. Etc.

RINCK

Notwithstanding the generallyfavorable season, the hay crop of southwestern Michigan is far IHovv the average, and farmers are sowing fields with
millet to serve as a winter forage crop
for horses and cattle.

c§£

CO.,

HOLLAND.

^HSESES'HSaSSCTP'^P^SHSHSHSESSaSSSESSBES
Established1865.

TUB

CHASE’S

PLOWS
made

BARLEY MALT
WHISKY.

by .the

Absolutely Pure jl

Oliver Chilled Plow Works,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Recommended and endorsed BY THE LEADING
Physicians a Chemists
as THE FINEST STIMULANT AND TONIC FOR

Are The Best On Earth.

MEDICINAL*

-

of Hiberniansof Michigan came ton
close here Thursday morning after one
of the most successful gathering'sever
held :n Du* state. Resolutions were
adopted eulogizingthe clergymen of
the different Frotestant churches in
Michigan for their action upon all occasions and places for suppressing the
gro.vth of un-American societies in the
state. John McLaughlin, of Detroit,
was elected state president.
The

are the Nos. 98 and 99,
and Steel Beam Plows, fitted with

Among them

Wood

E.

session was one of the most
harmonious since the organization.
Total membership, 2,919; an increase
of 8 JO since last session. Funds are
in good condition. The next grand
court meeting will he held at Hancock
on the third Tuesday in June, 1898.
John Doney, of Hancock, was elected
grand chief ranger.

WINDOW

mraum
PILLS

Son.

EXCURSION

HOME.
Will be almost a fact for those who
take advantage of the very low rate
excursion to Grand Rapids via C. &
W. M. R’y on May 30th. -Good way

celebrateMemorial Day. Tickets
50c. ___ _
GEO. DeHAVEN, G. P. A.
18— 2w.
to

will cost only

an inmate of Newington workhouse,
Curfew Will Ring |n Ludlngton.
London, England. Mrs. Barnes is desirLudingtqn,June 18.— The city counGRAND RAPIDS.
ous of learning the whereaboutsof her cil has decided to institute the curfew
Will be run via C. & W. M. R’y on son, George Barnes, aged 30 years, bell. An ordinance has been passed
Sunday, May 31st. Train will leave whom she last heard of in Michigan, for the purpose of keeping girls an!
Holland at 10:30 a. m., and arrive at six years ago^
boys under 16 years of age off tht
Grand Rapids at 11:30. Returning,
streetsafter 8:30 in the evening, except
Plenty
of
Urstahoppen.
special trains will leave at 7:00 p. m.,
Kalamazoo, June 21.— Swarms of when accompaniedby parents or guardand 11:30 p. m. Round trip 50c. Biians.
cycles and baby cabs free. The city grasshoppersdropped in on a portion
is very attractive now and will be of Oshtemo last week and cleaned up
Appointed by the Gorernor.
more so on above date.
every particle of vegetation, even to
Lansing, June 20.— L. B. Desvoignah,
GEO. DeHAVEN, G. P. A.
mullein leaves. Fanners declare that of Marcellas, has been appointed judge
18— 2w.
the grasshoppercrop will amount to of p:obate for Caro county by Got.

TO

AT

__

50 bushels to the acre.

:

IN

Lumber,

Lath,

Shinglefl,

and Finishing Materials

Ben

Paul A. Slekelee.
siagti,

REVIVO

Paper Hanging,
Calciming,

RESTORES

House Painting,

VITALITY.

Inside Finishing!
I also sell wall

low

paper

at

a remarkable
and

figure. Sample* submitted
estimates given on all Jobs.

Cor. Collw Ivniiie and Thirtfenth St.

1st

Made.
Weil Man

Day.
ISthDay.

“Give me a liver regulatorand I
can re; ula’e the w- rld,'' said a genius The druggist handed him a bottle nf D-i Wltt.s Little Earl/ Risers,
the famous little pills

Lawrence Kramer.

GREAT

Rich.

Invite disappointmentby

expmlmentlng. Depend upmi One
Minnie Cough Cure and you nave immediate lelief. D cures croup. The
cnly harmless remedy that produces
trmediate results.
La whence

Krahkb.

of

Me.

sotb Day.

Produces the above resultsia 30

LAYS. It acts

powerfully and quickly. Cures when all others
fail.

Young men and old men

youthful vigor by using

Don’t

will recover their

REVIVO.

It

quickly

and surely restoresfrom effects of self-abuseor
excess and indiscretionsLost Manhood, Lost
Vitality,Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Lost

Power of either sex. Failing Memory, Wastiag^
Diseases, Insomnia. Nervousness,which unfits
one for study, business or marriage.It not only
cures by startingat the seat of diserse,but

J. W. Pierce. Republic, la., says:
“I have used One Minute Cough Cure
in my family and for myself, with results so entirely satisfactorythat I
can barfly find words to express myself, as to its merit. I will never fall

f

m
FRENCH REMEDY,
THE

i

STAYING

-

The

Lumber Plant Burned.
which he had previously secured an opSaginaw, June 22.— J. H. Howrey &
tion. This aroused Ids ire. and merry
EVER EXHIBITED IN THE CITY.
times are expectedwhen the two con- Sons, of this city, who own and operate
a large lumber plant at Fenelon Falls,
ventions convene.
Ou„ have received advices that a fire
Bicycles sold cheaper than any other place.
Don’t Like the Platform.
there Saturday destroyed 15,000,000
WALL PAPER, LACE CURTAINS,
SHADES. ETC
Niles, June 24.- -The gold plank in feet of lumber and a quantity of lath
IN GREAT QUANTITIES. EXAMINE MY STOCK BEFOREthe platform adopted by the St. Louis and shingles. The mills were not damBUYING ELSEWHERE.
SE1
conventiondoes not suit the republic- aged. The loss* on lumber was confined
an farmers in southwesternMichigan. to one yard; 10,000,000feet in another
Many are out and out for the free and yard was saved. Loss, $200,000; inunlimited coinage of silver and declare sured for $196,000.
DR. UOTTS they will never vote the republican
A Boy Drowned.
ticket ns long as the gold plank reBay
City, June 20.— The fifth drownmains in the platform. Silver clubs
ing in Saginaw river within ten days
ThftirrMdrmnedr for nerroui ,
ore Iveing organized and prominent rethe gene mite organs of hither
Occurred
gt about eight o’clock
publicansare announcing their intenWednesday evening. The victim was
tion
of
bolting
the
ticket.
•tunpUon and insaal tr. With every SC order we rive a written irnar*
Wilson Wells, the 14-year-old-son
of
Mrs. James M. Wells. The boy was
Wants to Find Her
^
For Sale by J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines. TrusLansing, June 19.— A letter addressed bathing and went to the bottom in
ses, Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Fine Cigars, and
to "The Head Constable of Michigan, sight of his companions. The body wn*
choice lot of Perfuasries.
United States of America,"has found not recovered.This is the second sou
its way into the hands of Gov. Rich. It that Mrs. Wells Las lost by drowning
was written by Mrs. Mary Ann Barnes, in the same place.
CHEAPER
ANOTHER

THAN

By

Takken
DEALER

Forenteni.

Fort Huron, June 19. — The foresters
Wednesday evening e lofted a very interesting and animated four days’ convention of the grand court of Michigan.

FAMILY J

USB.

For MALARIA, DY8- I
PEPSI A and WEAK
Lumgs rr 13 ufreaiHUD
For Sale
o
Blom & Nichols, HollandMloh

Jerry Boynton recently visited Bur- non-breakable steel standards. Also
lingtonand assured the citizens that the
the celebrated No. 40 and similar patterna.
Central Michigan railroad would be
Look out for imitationsand
built through that place. Instead of
Buy Only Of The Regular OLIVER AgeatB.
passing through Coldwnter the road
will touch Quincy and Girard, covering
225 miles of the best territoryin Michigan.
A. O. II. Convention.
K.-canaba, June 10.— The seventh biennial conventionof the Ancient Order

and Carpets.

Latest, patterns and styles.

Ingrain, Tapestry, Brussels and Moquettes

_

m

i

t

omli. of Iowa, poet; Daniel K. W illiams,

the public to his summer line of dry
following are only a few of the bargains

calls the attention of

s.

Blue Flame Oil Cooking Stove

thn< Berrien county fruit-growers icceh ed over $250,000 for their shipments
of strawberries this season,

.

VAN PUTTEN

which he

Aiil

-

c

A Few more nice Capes at one-half price and
many other bargains.

goods. The

1

'"'jl

commenced

Parasols

G.

'jFJI

.

start.

Tuesday, and most

p

l.'La

*

nlist association will hold its annual
ineeting at Lake Cora, in Van Bureu
Decatur, June 24.— Thewheat harvest county, June 28.
of southern Michigan
_____ ________ ____
_ out
A local statistician
has ______
figured

in

cultivation and given haying

The Wonderful
New Process

is

a

Great Nerve Tonic and Biood-BuUder

and restores both vitality and strength to the
muscular and nervous system, bringing back
the piak glow to pak cheeks and restoringthe
Are ef yeuth. It wards off Insanity and Cossumption.Accept no substitute. Insist on havto recommend it to others, on every
ing REVIVO, no other. It can be carriedIn vest
occasion that presents itself.”
pocket. By mail, $i.ee per package, in plain

Lawrence Kramer.

wrapper, or six for lg.ee, with a positivewrit*
ten guarantee te care er reload the money in

Itnotonlyisso, Itmust be so, One
Minute Cough Cure acts quickly, and every package. For free circularaddress
that’s what makes it go.
ROYAL MEDICINE CO., CHICAfflHILL
Lawrence Kramer. For sale by MarUio 4 Hailing*.

%
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and

shelter, had scarcely been pro* Jng, was delivered by Re?;|,
vtded; civil government and the wor- ma, of Newark, N. J., and based upoo
ship of God had alone been instituted
when the great interestsof education the following passage in Scripture:
engaged their attention. Consider “Who, passing through the valley of
the situation: A strip of land of less Baca, make it a well. The rain also
than thirty miles on the sea coast; fllleth the pools.”— Ps. 84:6.
less than five thousand families in all;
a mighty and dreadful wilderness It gives me peculiar pleasure, said
reaching to their door stones; wild the speaker, to stand before au audlf
beasts filling them with alarm; and ence In which I recognize so many
religious discord filling their souls familiar faces, in a city which I honor

Ing

among

je dld’otget there. It
FredericLnbben, Orange City, Iowa
Certiflcates-were Issued to the grad*
to hil who are Interested Oration— The Church and the Maaaee,
uating
members of the “A” Class, and
Harry J. Wiereum, Chicago, m.
see the true spirit prevailMnaio— Bonqaatof Sacred Melodies,Beyer. diplomas to the graduatingclass of ’96.
its Alumni, and note its ir

Thomas’ Orcheetra.
The honorable degree of A. M. was
creaserWithout it1 there is monotony. Oration— Trae Patriotism.
conferred upon Cornelius Gardner,
Q. VAN SCHELVEN, Editor.
Edward Kelder, GrandriUe, Mich.
A good college spirit breeds patriotCapt. U. S. A., and George Blrkhoff,
Otatlon— Oar CollegeO&mpne.
ism. Thete is every reason too why it
Jr., of Chicago.
Sheldon
Vaodeburg,
Grand
Bapids.
MichRepublican Nominations.
should prevail,in view of the influ- BaritonaSoIo-ThaOmnipotence,Schubert.
The Blrkhoff prize for best English
ence the college is spreading in every
Prof. J. B. Nykerk.
Fur President
essay was divided between J. W.
with bitterness.Can anything more as the place of my birth, in whose quarter of the globe. With her sons OraMon-The Value of the lodlridual.
WILLIAM McKINLEY,
Beardslee and C. Kuyper. Judges—
D. Cornelias Balgb, Holland, Neb.
material developmentand growth, and daughters looking down upon us
sublime be conceived?
of Ohio.
Profs. Doskerand Lattaand Rev. A.
Oration—
International
Arbitration.
For a like spirit under like circum- civic order and tone, and educational we cannot help but be inspired. We
John N Van der Vries. Grand Ripldg, Mich. Vennema. The Blrkhoff prize for the
For Vice President
stances history will be searched in pre eminence 1 take a just and un- have a college yell, let us also have
ViolinSolo. \
Bhnmann. best Dutch essay was awarded to Ben*
selfish pride.
vain."
GARRETT A. HOBART,
I b. Spring s Awakening,Bach.
The pleasure of the occasion Is en- college colors; we have a college paper,
jam in Eefting. Judges— Rev. D.
Mr. Will Breyman.
of New Jersey.
To those who des're to so search, we hanced to me by the fact that I am to The Anchor, let us advance It by conOration-A
Western
Cyclone (Excused)
Broek, K. Schaddelee and G. J. Van
point to Hope College as a second Har address a class of young men who have
tributing to its columns.
Bert Dykstra, Sioux Centre, Iowa. Duren. In drawing HesselYnteraaredevoted themselves to the expansion
The Democratic party has fallen vard
Rev. B. Smlts, of Ypsllantl,next Conferring of Degreesand furnishingof the mind, and no
ceived first, and Gertrude Kl^mparens
ehort of the expectation of the voters
On the pages of a volume entitled less, we trust, to the forming of a spoke on “Women and Co-education.”A. B„ upon the 01a«s of 1800.
second prize. Judges-Mesdames J.
who made Its success possible. The “First Fruits” of New England the worthy character. ... I think I am safe My acquaintance with women dates
A. M.. in conrse.upon the Class oM893.
W. Beardslee,J. T. Bergen and G.
following
is found: “We dreaded an
effect has been reactionary.
In saying that you are all purposed to back to the milky way, and ever since Musio-The North
Gatty
illiterate ministry when our present
VanSchelven.
devote yourselves to a life of usefulGlee Club.
A free silver dollar means a cheap ministersshall lie in the dust ...... ness— to the seasoning of the mass, or I’ve been subjected to co-educationOration— Valedictory.
The beginning and progress of the Col- the sweetening of the stream of hu- I’ve become a better man. I believe
Edward D. DImnent, Chicago, I 1.
The park resorters enjoyed a beautidollar, hence a dollar that will buy
lege doth fill our hearts with com- manity.
in it, and am proud of the fact that Doxology, and Benediction by Rer. D. Broek. ful sunset Thursday evening.
less than a gold dollar. It makes fort.”
There was somewhere in the Holy Hope College was among the first in
-some difference to every workingman
Mark the parallelbetween the Colo- Land a valley of Baca— of desolation, the state to recognize women In its
In which coin he is paid off.
weeping. That no one to-dav can lonial period of New England and that
«•»
cate it precisely suggests the painful course of study. The more I see of
The split in the Prohibitionparty of the Holland Colonists as regards the truth that the valley of Baca U every- women in church and state the stronen the silver question goes to show position of their leadeis in the matter where— the whole earth a scene of bit- ger I believe in them. Educated
terness and woe.”
ofhighei education.
' that after all the organizationwas
As young men you cannot form cor- woman can do more than man. I
John
Harvard,
who
died
in
1038,
laid
not so much of a temperance affair as
rect views of life or lay your plans of don’t believe in women suffrage and
Hit appeared to be. The side-show has the foundationfor the College largely greatest usefulness unless you reckon draw a line there, by reason of the adswallowed up the big tent, and prohi- by his bequest— one-balfhis property with the problem of sin. The psalm- ditional duties in entails. Let us use
ist speaks cf those who passed through
bition Is left to take care of itself as and his entire library, variously esthe influence of our Alma Mater in
gge
timated by writers since at from *2,- the valley of Baca, and this suggests
best it can.
their behalf. What we are we owe
our true relationsto this worId,
000 to $3,000. The writer of the ar- which we are but passers through.
largely to the influence of Christian
Senator Butler of North Carolina is ticle quoted from eulogizes this act as We tarry here only for a season and a
Celebration at Holland, Mich.
women. No club, hut the home, where
a Populist of the extreme order. He “the earliest, the noblest, and the brief season at the longest. There is
we
meet
the
accomplishments
of head
; loretees great danger to the People’s purest tribute to religion and science encouragement and hope, but also responsibility in this thought. No in- and heart.
S party in the probability that the na- this Western world had yet witnessed. telligentand conscientious person wil
The Alumni of Hope being too modThe Center of Attraction the Exclusive
; tlonal Democratic conventionwill be It was equally timely and unexam- be too absorbed with the thought of
est to speak of and for themselvei,
the
future
as
to
he
indifferent
to
the
controlled by the silver men. It will pled."
Dry Goods Store of
the toastmasterassigned this topic to
have a tendency he thinks to absorb We pause, to again reflect upon the duties of the present. He will redeem
the time while the days are evil. Well Prof. J. T. Bergen: Hope’s Alumni is
their entire organization, aid to this similitude, and direct the attention
did Franklin say, “Dost thou love life, becoming venerable to the world. Tne
he objects.
next to the following:
th«n waste not time, for time is the
other day we sent one to St. Louis.
stuff that life is made of.’
“His
(Harvard’s)
example
was
quickThe present tariff has proven to be
This leads U* naturally to speak of He left, an ordinaryman. and return^
ly followed. A number of sheep were
our duty toward this world. Those ed a gold-hug, of increasedvalue. I
the greatest foe to “organized labor."
bequeathed by one man: a quantity of
It’s dollars and cents what counts now a-days, the
It has thrown so many men out of cotton cloth, worth nine shillings, was who passed thro’ the valley of Baca, feel proud of our Alma Mater, Rutgers
merchant that sells you the most new goods (not old shelfsorely inconveniencedby the dry and
employmentand rendered them idle presented by another: a pewter flagon thirsty land thro' which they traveled College:1 see many of her sons here,
worn goods) for the hast money is the or.e you are looking
that they could not enforce their de- worth ten shillingsby a third; a fruit sought to improve the unfavorable and we’ll soon have another as Vico
for. Then we are In line for vour trade. The following
dish, a sugar spoon, a silver-tipt jug.
list will bear comparison:
mands, nor even keep up their organi- oae great salt and one small trencher conditions.They dug wells, and min- President. I learned to know Hope's
istered
not
only
to
their
own
comfort,
alumni in my consistory, where they
tlons. Organized labor may often salt, by others, if we are at first temp
Ladies fancy ribbed vests cheap at 10c our
but equally benefitted all who came
taught me mathematics, hunting,litstand out successfully against capital, ted to smile, a little reflection will
that way. They became public beneprice ...............................
| but it is powerless before destitution soon change this dispositioninto a factors.Such may you be. “Be not erature, and lunching.
feeling of respect and even of admiLight outing flannel worth 8c our price. .5q
only good, be good for something. To
and hunger among great masses of un- ration.”
Hope’s Alumni is in demand. They
lead
an
inoffensive
life is well, but far
employed. How a laboring man can
Dark out g flannel cheapat 10c, ourprice 8c
“Howgfull of noble examples," says better than such negative goodness is fill important stations not only east,
be a free trader, is next to inexpll2 yds. of toweling for .................
It to develop force of character and but west. One of its sons is to-day
the writer further, “Is this picture!”
I cable.
cast the whole weight of it on the fillinga chair in the Lleland UniverExtra heavy toweling cheap at Scour pr QIq
And, we add, how nobly has it been
Lord’s side. It Is a doubtful compli- sity, California.To send out as misLadies made up heavy skirts for .......
The weekly trade reviews already duplicatedsince, in thej founding of ment to say of one. “he never hurt
sionaries.none are In greater demand.
any body”- whom did he help? “He
)rt an improved feeling in business Hope College.
Mens Heavy Duck shirts dark colors worth
Why? Because they are willing to dig
The first band of Holland Colonists never cursed’’— whom did he bless?
les, due to the action of the Re50 cents, our price ..................
To pass thro’ a world of desolation and work. This is what secured reiblican national convention. Stocks landed here in 1847. In their case and not to add a single increment to
cently to two of them the Princeton
Men's extra heavy seamless sox, ourprice fie
re improved, and there is more con- there was only an interval of three its stock of positive blessingsis enough
prizes.
Heavy pants cloth worth 18c, our price
to
condemn
a
man.
It
goes
to
show
years
before
attention
was
directed
to
fidence In monetary circles. Say Dunn
The last sentiment was “Hope Coltlv.it unnatural and unjustifiable limhigher
education,
and
in
1851
the
HolBlue
flannel for Bathing Suits .........
A Co.: “While the outcome of the
itations have been put upon his now
lege and the Twentieth Century,”relocratic conventionis still uncer- land Academy, out of which Hope Col- ers, which God designated should be
An elegant line of
up wrappers just
sponded to by PresidentKollen. It Is
in, and the great crops are not yet lege has evolved, was opened amid the laid upon the altar of the world’s betreceived,
guaranteed
to
fit
at. .$1
the pride of Hope College that its
>lly beyond danger, a snre and poverty and depressionattending the terment.
Yours
for
New
Goods,
In the school of Pythagoras it was Alumni realizesthe sphere of her opstrong improvement could hardly be new settlement, “to educate young
a point of discipline that if among the portunities.The best of prophet for
Jted; but the tone in business men, essential as suitable teachers for akoustikoior probationersthere were
the future is the past and present. I
circles has grown distinctly more the proper training of the rising gen- any who grew weary of studying to be
connect this with my toast. When
useful,
they
would
be
regarded
as
eration,
and
needed
for
the
perpetu5tol.»
dead. It is even so in the school of we look back to the past of Hope, we
ation of their churches.”
Christ. A life of indolence is a living find that its power lies in the spirit of
There can be no objection to the silThe parellalisms between Harvard death. If your first questionis, how
l-far dollar circulatingside by side and Hope might he continued at great much can I get out of life?— your life its founders. This spirit, I am proud
to say, has not left us altogether.Let
ith the gold dollar,so long as both length, were we preparinga historical will he self c« ntred and a failure. But
if it Is. how much can I put Into life? us cultivate the right esprit de corps, so
•re kept in equal value. But what “paper.” but we look to ’97, the semiit will be Christ-centredand useful,
ptt Republican party maintains in its centennial of the founding cf Holland and in that way you will get most out that when the Twentieth Century
breaks upon us we may be ready to
N. B. A 11 fancy paraso Is at your own price.
^.itform is this: Silver having become city and colony, as the opportune time of it?
minister to it? needs. We should
It was the boast of Augustus that
•O plenty and cheap that it has been and occasion.
he found the city of Rome built of have more of such gatherings, not al[ xcpndiated by the leading commercial
We shall indulge in one more brief brick and that he left it built of
ways necessarily in Holland. They
Itions of the world as a leading quotation, and that for a special purmarble. May it he your boast when stimulateto greater action.
ley metal, the United States alone pose. After a review of John Har- you come to the close of your allotted
mot stand It to have all the silver vard’s labors and self-sacrifice as the time that you have opened wells of
gdf the world dumped into its lap. And founder of the institution named af- hle.s>iug, the waters of which help to
Commencementevening, as usual,
make me wildern-ss blossom an ihe
that is what would happen if theraii- ter him, thcjwrlterin Gunton’s Mawas
the culminating feature of the
rose and make glad the city of our
ftttl views of the ultra free silver men gazine asks: “Il’fw ever College more God.
week’s festivities.The Meliphone
Neit door to KleklntIf y»u apply yourself to a life of use- Annual on Friday evening.Rhetorical
were to prevail.
justly christened than when this infant of
fulnev> the Lord will add his blessing
exercises of the Preparatory Departthe New world was called Harvard?'
and give you success. God’s rains
veld’s Bookstore.
lope College and Commence- The Inevitable answer to this ques- filled the wells that were dug in lUca. ment on Monday afternoon, and Ulflment Week.
To you the Master gives command, las Anniversary on Monday evening,
tion must likewise 'follow when simWhile about to chroniclethe Com- ilarly applied to Hope College and its Go relieve the world's suffering: go Alumni meeting on Tuesday evening,
minister to its need: go dispell Its
followed by the banquet — all these
icement of Hope College for the great and honored founder.
darkness: 1:0 break its bondage; go lift
had
murn or less engrossed the atten- Milk crocks.
IT 1896, our mind is irresistably “This is the anchor of my hope for it out of its fallen condition;go dig
.6c to 10c
tion
of
the public, hut still it did not
wells
in
Baca!
To
you
much
Is
given,
away from details and diplomas, the future of this people.” Thus Dr.
Stew
Pans, Retinned .....................................10c, 12c, 15c, 18c, 20
immes and orations, and fixed Van Raalte -wrote as early as 1852, of you shall much he required! Apply Interfere with the general interest
yourselves to the task! Lay your best
MilkPan9 .............................................................. to 8c
m the institution itself,
when the Holland Academy was still upon the altar of His service, and the centering in Commencement evening.
1>leI»ns ............................................................ .1c to 5c
Of the various exercises named Coffee
p Two Incidents contributed to this: In its cradle.
unfolding of the coming years will
pots ...............................................................
I) the near approach of the semi cenHope College Is not a mere local in- prove that He upon whose blessing above, we can only make passing men- Gallon oil cans ......... .................................................
mial celebrationof the Holland stitution. Western Michigan is all things wait, will crown you later, tion of the leading featuresin each. Dinner pails ..................................................... 20c and 25c
and crowd your life with worthy Prof. Bergen’s topic in delivering the
ration to Michigan and other among its greatest beneficiaries. Its achievement.
Lunch boxes ........................................................10c to 25c
Master’s Oration at the Meliphone was
Western states,of which this city has sphere though is wider still, and
Copper tea kettles,nickel plated ....... No. 7 (a 85c, No. 8 (rt 98c, No. 9 (a $D0O
“Moral Dominance.” Rev. A. Buursand under judicious and pro- covers the entire West. It is largely
Wash basins, retinned .....................................
7 .......... 5C to 10c
The
Alumni
banquet,
although
only
mu’s subject at the Alumni meeting
live leadershipwill continue to the barometer of the intellectual
2 quart glass pitchers ....... .............................................10c
the historicalcentre; and 2) a re- Americanizationof the Holland em- recently added to the series of enter- was “The gloving World”: Rev. P. De 2 nice tumblers for ...................................................
article in Gunton’s Magazine, en migratlon of 1847 and subsequent tainments connected with ComnVeiice- Bruyn’s poem was Esprit de Corps
Sad irons, nickel plated, patent handel, set of 3 irons with stand ......... ^75
ment Week, has proven not the least ’f<fr’ Hope”; and the “Chronicles"were
“The Founding, of Harvard.”
years, the Colonies whereof are dotted
Hair brushes, scrub brushes, clothes brushes, horse brushes etc. a full line at
The foundationsof Harvard College throughoutthe great North-west. of the attractions. It was served in rendered by Mrs. J. A. Otte — nee 1 twest prices
I Is well known, were laid by John
Among the many suggestionsalrea- the spaciousdining hall of the City Phelps.
Special for Tv/o Days Only— July 1st and 2d,
Hotel, the walls whereof had been
raid, one of the New England pH- dy advanced In connection with the
The Clas^ Roll of the graduating,or
suitably
decorated,
and
at
the
hour
of
[ms, soon after their landing on coming seml-centcnnialis that of a
“A” class of the Preparatory Depart- All 10 x 20 pictures, frame and glass complete,75c. Worth $1.50 to $2 00
All 20 x 24 pictures,frame and glass complete, 85c. They are worth $2.00 to $2.50
lonth.Rock. And a few brief ex- monument to the memory of him whu eleven the tables being clea-ed, Hon. ment Is as follows:
its from the article just men- lead this emigration,and made this G. J. Diekema was introduced as
Mannes Albers, Harry P. Boot, Altoastmasterof the evening.
will soon make evident the con- celebration possible.How can this be
bert us T. Broek, George F. Brouwer,
Next door to
ion between the two incidents:
dine more fittingly and effectually, The first speaker on the list was John G. De Bey, Abraham De Young,
G Dinkeloo,Jennie Docter, Almon T.
K iekintveld’s Bookstore.
lysJosiahQuincy, when speaking than through the medium of the in- Rev. A. Vennema. of Newark, N. J., Godfrey, Maggie Grottrup, Gerrls ItoiP
who entertainedthe company with a delink, Jennie Krokkee, Leonard L.
pe origin of Harvard: “That in- stitution he founded?
tal men should early contemp
Let the year 1897 witness Hope re- series of amusing incidents of minis- Legters, Richard Overweg, Albert G.
an institution for the Instruction
Rooks, John J. Rooks, Leonard J.
chrlstened as Van Raalte College, terial life.
outh in the higher branches of
Rooks, John I). Tunis, Peter E. TakHe
was
followed
by
Dr.
J.
Otte,
the
mce, might be expected, and Is in the Harvard of the West. Let this be
ken, James Van der Heide, Cornelius
successful
medical
missionary
in
Chi' •mity with the usual practice of sounded as the key-note of whatever
Van der Meulen. Gerrit Van Houte,
Ind. But this has always may be undertaken In perpetuation of na, who was asked to respond to the Theodora Van Houte: Minnie Van
med, after time had given validtoast of “The trinity of medicine, Slooten.Jeannette Vaupell. Andrew
^eir occupationof the soil, and Van Raalte’s name and fame, and a
money and missions.” Speaking in he E. Verschure, William J. Westveer,
spontaneous
refrain
of
grateful
apprenal enemies had been conquered
Albert E. Wllterdink, Adrian Van
f conciliated: after these roots of disciation will resound throughout the halfof-hls profession he hoped the Oeveren.
which naturally spring up among West and North-west.
Alumni would never extend recogniThe music this year, even if it was
combinationsof men had been extion to malpractice. In the field of
not Imported, was very satisfactory.
dor overpowered: after wealth
missions Hope College was becoming
junto flow In and a sense of seIt was furnished by the College Glee
There was nothing special in con
famous, sending out notonlypreache'S
mty, combining with a sense of
Club,
and “A*! Class Male Quartette;
neotion with this year’s Commenceiperlty, had given power and ex
and professors,but doctors and poets
by Dr. B. J. DeVries, Prof. J. B. Nyslon to the spirit of. benevolence. ment, nevertheless the attendance of
and In that connectionhepaid his comI such a stage of advancementinsti
kerk, and Miss S. G. Allcott, Soloists;
friends and alumni .from all parts of
pliments to the poet of the evening,
‘ions having for their object high
Miss Maude E. Squier, Miss Allle
the country, east and west, was never
Rev. P. De Bruyn.
exact scientific education might
Wheoler, and Miss Jeanette Vaupell, Steamer leaves Hollaud Daily (except Satu»*dav) ........ ...............8 p. m.
larger,and this fact did not escape at'oticlpated.”
To Rev. Jas. Ossewaarde, of Pella,
pianists:
and Thomas’ Orchestra, and
tention.
It
opened
with
the
annual
ON AND AFTER JUNE 20TH.
it six years had elapeed from the
Iowa, was assigned the toast of “The
mieotof Boston, and only six entertainmentof the Mellphooe SocieWill Brevman as violinist.
Leave Holland Daily (except Sunday) ................................ 8 p. M.
true
spirit
of
Hope."
Answering
to
from the landing at Plymouth, ty and was kept up throughout the
The following is the Commencement
Sunday ..............................................^.2p. m.
this sentiment, said the speaker, I
these undaunted men took conn
Saturday Special .......... ......................... 6:30 A. M.
program in full:
entire serlet . Wioants chapel, large
?ether how they might best esfeel like the gentleman from my state
CRATES OF FARE.'**laTGoatlon-ProVJ. T. Bergen.
" a seminary of learning. Con- and commodious as it is, was more
who was called upon at the St. Louis
Mail-— U ileon Te Deatn; In
Flerio. Between Holland and Chicago. Single $2 25. Round 13 60. (Berth included).
than
"
“r. Quincv: “The first neces
convention to plac9 in nomination
Glee Club wlih Orcheitr* Accompenlawnt.
3d man.
i
civilized
food, raiment
Saturday morning (special) to Chicago .......... .........................
$) 00
The baccalaureateon Sundag evenSenatoV Allison—a good subject to Ontloa— Latin Salutatory.
Sunday Afternoon ........ ...... ...... ............... $L 75 (Berth extra).
.
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4th of July
New
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John Vandersluis.
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25c

29c
IQc

25c

made

00 each

John

Vandersluis.
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May’s Bazaar
Special Sale!
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Mao’s Bazaar
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It’s

city next

But the trade keeps right oo coming
our way.

Wonder why
Come and
tell.
other

it is.

and see if you can
Or, If you have a watch or any
j<
job you need done bring that
see us

t6 us.

HARDIE
The

First

Ward Watch

Doctor.

Chas. fiebing of Grand Rapids is
adding a story to bis cottage at Harrington's Landing.

Gerrit J.
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!

; ••nr-lri’il.'
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The travelingpublic may look for

pulpit of the Third Ref.’ church, Sun- another time table on the C.

day morning and evening.

to take effect

Sunday, June

& W. M.

28.

1

The July number

of The Anchor
Macatawa Park Hotel will have its
be out next week, and be specially opening on Saturday evening A late

Interesting as a

Commencement num-

mistake to tmlleve

It’s a

boat will leave there for this city, to

accommodateall those that desire

to

Saginaw attend from here.
has been at work at our harbor this
It has been reported thatan Ottawa
Milo Palmer is building on First
week and will remain here until the Beach resorter while Ashing at the
avenue.
whole is completed.
piers the other evening, picked up sevGrand Rapids Republicans will ratiThe new editorialcommittee of De eral Avc dollar bills. This is a misfy this (Friday) evening.
Hope for the ensuing year consists of take; they were twenty’s and Afty's.

-

u

is delivering some
and black caps this

season.

Prof. J. W. Beardslee will orcupy the

u

Deur

fine raspberries

ber.

ADDITIONAL LOCALS.

9;

y
The Hope College Alumnus can now
Our Supervisorsreturned from the
be designatedby the jewehy he wears. county seat Thursday, the board havIt Is a circular pin, of neat design.
ing completed its work by noon. ^

will

Schouten’sDrug Store.

City. 4th^on
>

There will be two weddings in the
Excnrsion to Chicago on July
Tuesday.
Steamer Soo

Not.

The government dredge

The Laketown fruit dock has been Prof. C. Doesburg, Rev. D. Broek and
connected with the Holland Tele- Prof. H. E. Dosker.
phone Exchange.
The wrecked schooner R. Ranters
As soon as time? permit the C. & W. has been towed to Sturgeon Bay for
M. will extend its branch road from overhaulingand repairs. Her bottom
Hart to Manistee Junction.
was found to be badly injured.

List of advertised letters for the
week ending June 26, at this ollicc:—
Pliny Davis, Miss Emma Farley, Thos.
Selmedge, Frank Sturgiss, Miss Lellla
Trivlss, Miss Evert je Van Dyk, Fred
Weinberg. Cou. DeKkyzku, P. M.

The Sunday school of the Third ReThe 4th July will be appropriately The stmr. McVea ia in port and will
formed
church held its annual picnic
celebrated at the new dry goods store remain here for a week or so, painting
of John Yandersluls by giving the up. Just now there is a lull in the to-day. All concerned,including the
people special bargains.
fruit businesson her route between friends and invited guests, managed
to make it the enjoyable atlair for
the Ganges pier and Chicago.
The annual picnic of the Holland
which the picnics of this Sunday
Bay View Reading Circle will be held
The stmr. Music made a trip to Mil
School have become noted.
4 at Macatawa Park, on Tuesday, June waukee this week. She left on Mon30. The members will leave the city day evening and returned Wednesday Two dollars to Chicago and return
on the steamer Music at 10 o'clock uiorning. While there she went in on July 4, on steamer Soo City. Boat
a. m.
dry dock and had her wheel repaired. leaves Holland at 0:30 a. tu., and returning reaches Holland at 11:15 p. m.
An athletic exhibition will be given Make hay while the sun shines. C.
There will be good music on board.
at Lyceum Opera Hall this (Friday)
L. Siren* & Son will be with ns only The boat landslnChic^^atSUit^i;
evening, which is to include boxing, ,10 c ays more, so offer the remainder of in , h„ heart „f lbe ,|t Excu„lorlsla
wrestling, and club swinging, closing their stock of dry (foods at half price. w|]1 haye severa, h„urs l0 scc chiMK0.
with a ten round bout between Tim Stop and think what that means. See
As we are about to goto press the sad
Quealy and Jack Donahue. Admis- their
drowning is reported of Johnnie
sion 25 cents.
A good rename porno tuner f-om tweKc ycar (l,rtson (lf
Hesaelln*:
The other evening there was a lively Grand RapUa will be io this c.ty Hie ho res|de9 on wsl Ei hth 8lrict.
contest on the steamboat dock, as the Ilrst of next week. Any persons <ie- Thc acc|denl omlrrcd al three o,dock
Soo City was leaving for Chicago. A suing work in that line, should send
this (Friday) afternoon,while swim
large party of college students was on as soon as possibletheir address to ming near the “third point "west of
hand to see one of their number "ofT,” Box 18U, city.
W. Diekema's place. The body has
and as often as they started their colTne Macatawa Park Association has not been found.
lege yell, Capt. Driscol would pull the platted the ground it owns on the
PresidentKollen attended the Comrope of the steamer’s whistle, and have north aide of the harbor, bounded on
it out with the boys. The chances
the south by the present harbor, on the mencement exercisesat the Public
were not equal.
east by the grounds of the Hotel Otta- schools at Zeeland, Thursday evening,
wa, and on the north by the old chan- and made an address to the graduating
Charles N. McBride and Arthut\
class. The exercises were of a high
Van Duren in the law department, .nel, so-called.
order and took place before a large
and AlbertusVan Ark In the dental
Cards are out announcingthe wed- audlence thatj raore than fl„ed tbe

-

-
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Pin Your Faith
rather to the substantialcommon sense confidence inspiring dealer, who values your patronage

you. Where
bor’s

your

and

money buys just as much

does’nt deceive
as

your neigh-

and where you are sure of always finding the lowest

possible prices quoted.

The ready

sale of

our Men’s all wool Cassimefe Suits,

which we bought late in the season and can therefore
at the low rate of

sell

$7.50
somewhat, but there are quite a
number of “Good Things" on our tables yet. You should
has broken up the
not

fail to

sizes

avail yourself of this Bargain.

•THE-

Stern=Goldman

Clo.

Co.

ONE PRICE STRICTLY.

-

j

department, constitude Holland’s

deep cuts flashed before you from time to time by clothiers, who are apparently reckless of results and reputation.
All the claims of superiority and

j

ingou Wednesdayevening, July l. at r.blf, chlirch;. Prof. j. \\ Nykerk
quota of U. of M. graduatesthis year.
rand Rapids, of Rev. Henry Huizio- gan^ a 80]0
.RSi
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Van Duren and «iand Miss Susie Antvellnk.They
111 be “at home" in ibis city no! At the People'a Party Congressional
Mr. P. II. McBride, were at Ann Arbor this week, attendingthe graduat- bursday and Friday folIoWing,Six |Conventionheld In (.rand Rapids
(Monday the following were elected
ing exercises.Albert Lahuis, of Zee-/teentbstr., near Market
delegates from Ottawa County to the
land, also graduated from the medica
O'.i
Wednesday
afternoon
Wm.
Streur,
National Convention to be held in St.
department.
aged 19, employed in C. L. King & Go’s Louis: David Bertsch, A. A. AlverJohn Zwemer informs us that as factory, had his left leg caught In a son, Win. Baumgartel,Charle* W. « Alice De Free of Pella, la., Is visitHolland Whst Club.
the right-of way was granted over tbe
soon as the peach season opens he ex- cog, tearing the flesh and muscles Ingraham. Walter Phlllips.D. C. Wachs ing her brother in this citv.
Friday evening. May 29, Mesdames county farm, along tbe bank of Grand
pects to keep a dozen or more teams from the knee downward. Drs Mabbs M. VanderHetde, John Everhart and
G. VvnofNorth Carolina,was the J. P. Oggel, II. Kremers, M. S. Mar- river, for an electricrailway.
employed for the Chicago boat line to and Kremers dressed the wound, and A. J. Knight.
guest of Mrs. J. Kleyn during the Arst shal, and J. B. Mulder, entertainedthe
Mr. Pearson of Spring Lake adhaul fruit from the farms along the are in hopes of saving the limb.
part of the week.
last
of
the
series
of
six
meetings
at
dressed
tbe board on the “good road*"
Tbe Band festival Thursday evenLaketown road leading to the fruit
the home of Mrs. J. P. Oggel, on movement.
Mrs.
F.
L.
Souter
accompanies
her
was attentively
ing
at
the
home
of
Aid.
and
Mrs.
J.
A.
Quarterly meeting at the M. E.
dock. The roadwork mentionedthe
husband
on
a
week’s
trip
up
north,
Ninth
street.
The
following
is
the
listened
to
aod
complimented
by A
Kooyers,
was
a
popular
affair
and
at
church next Sunday. Love-feast at
other day is nearly all completed,and
and will visit friends at Shelby before score:
vote of thanks, but b-yood this no ao
9:30 a. m.; sermon at 10:30 a. m.. fol- tended by hundreds of people. So
most of it accepted The steamboat
returning.
lion was taken
company desires to impress upon tne lowed by sacrament.Presiding Elder lar*re whs the gathering that the iefr(jshraantsdid not begin to hold out.
W. R. Owen of the Chicago steamminds of the fruit growers that it will Cogshall will be present at tbe mornWhatever may be the cause of
ing service, instead of In the even- Tne members rif the band f^el under boat line, was In town Tuesday,
do everything posslb.eto facilitate
blanching, the hair may bo icstored to
ing, as was announced. Quarterly “bll/atlon to all those who contributed Mrs. Jennie Doesburg of Grand
its original color by the use of that*
the shipment and marketing of their
conference on Saturday, at 8:00 p. m. to the success of the evening, and they Rapids, was among those that visited
patent
remedy Had’s Vegetable Siciproducts.
lian Hair Kenewer.
will be ha%rd from in our next IssUv..
Holland during the week.
The “castle” near Maca’awa
I:
It appears that the announcement
Jas. Van Zwaluwenburg has Anlshed
Anyone who soff-rs from (hat terriwas
transferredthis week to Prof.
Personal Mention.
In the change of date of the state enhalf the course in the literary departble plague, Itching Piles. will approJohn
H. Parr of Chicago. The procampment of the Sons of Veterans did
Mrs. Rev. P. Moerdyk and children, ment at the U. of M , and is home on
1 date the Immediate relief and permanent cure ih it comes through the
not reach all the parties concerned. fessor has charge of the Chicago Pre- of Chicago, have occupied their new
vacation.
use of bom'* Ointment It never
During the week several Sons from paratory School, a private Institution, cottage, near Harrington'sLanding.
fails.
Mr. and Mrs. II . Terhorst of Milfor preparing students to enter the
distant points put In an appearance,
Wm.
Benjamin
returned
on
Tuesday
waukee,
took
In
Hope
College
Com
4.
only to meet with disappointment. Chicago University. In due course of
-a
from a two weeks' outing, having vis- mencement, and were the guests of
Among them was a delegation from time tbe “castle” will be converted Inited friend? and acquaintancesin De- Prof, and Mrs. H. E. Dosker.
Escanaba, who came in a schooner, to a summer school for boys.
C7' f
troit and Northern Ohio.
toii
Rev. E. A. Collier of Gra- d Haven
ss
the Lettie May, Capt. W. H. Van
W. R. C. Notes.— A. C. Van Raalte
Dyk. They started Friday and made W. R. C. held their regular meeting Prof. Ph. Soulen and wife, nee attended the Alumni banquet, TuesBoone, of Orange Citv, la., will spend day evenibg.
this port on Tuesday, announcing in S. of V. Hall Wednesday, June 10.
their vacation In Wisconsin and Michtheir arrival with a salute from a can- All business was dispatched In the
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Wvnne of Miner
on they had on board. Their com- usual harmonious way. At recess
Lake, Mr. and Mrs. II. C. Beverly and
M. S. Marshal won the gent’s prize,
Dr. J. Olte and wife were the guests
rades here entertainedthem the best Chaplain Mrs. Julia Van Raalte proMr. and Mrs. Wm. Huskeson of Mill
and Mrs. J. P. Oggel the ladles prize,
this week of Prof, and Mrs. H. E.
Ihcy could
Grove, and Mr, and Mrs Levi Wilson
duced a box of floe sweet cherries and
for the series of games.
,
of 'Allegan,spent Sunday with Mr.
they also were promptly disposed of.
Among the closing business transPaul F. Steketee of Grand Rapids and Mrs. D. E. Riley.
The guard reported that she had had
Board of Supervisors.
acted at the recent session of the
the misfortuneof losing her badge on is at Macatawa Park for the summer.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Dimnent of Chicago,
The
June session of the board was
General Synod of the Reformed
Mrs. John Gilmore and daughter and daughter .were bete, this week, to called to order Monday afternoon.All
Memorial Day. The finder will please
Church held at Catskill, N. Y., we
leave the same at this office.— The Mae of Grand Rapids arc at Macatawa attend the graduatingof their son.
tbe members were present, except Mr.
notice the following: The request of
next corps meeting was held Wed- Park for the summer.
J. C. Post was in Chicago over Sun- Thurston of Chester, who is reported
the Council of Hope College that the
nesday, June 24, at 2:30 p. m. q. t.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harry McKelvey of day.
as seriously ill. E. Lynn of Tallmadge
endowment funds In the hands of
The
Warwick. Grand Rapids, have
M.J. Lewis, P. Seyen, J. DeKruif, was the temporary chairman and F.
Oo Saturday last the summer schedGeneral Synod be transferred to their
taken a cottage for the summer at Ot- Ed. Darling, and J. Nagel of Grand J. Fox of Allendale was elected percustody was referred to a special com- ule of the Holland-Chicago steamboat
tawa Beach.
Rapids were the guests of J. B. Mulder manent chairman. The standing
The
Discovery!
mittee, to report to the next General line went into effect, and the arrival
Benjamin
Pekelder
of
Muskegon,
Wednesday.
In the evening they en- committees are as follows:
Synod. The committee was named as and departure of boats is now as folWhereby the bones may be
Finance-Si vers, Bosch, Clark, Pelwas In the city Tuesday, calling upon joyed a fishing picnic, returning with
follows: Elder H. D. Van Orden, lows:
1

He

i

I

i

Park -

-

|

l

‘ ^2“

£8

igan.

;

Dosker.

.

'

New

Rev. Phillip Phelps, D. D., and Hon.
G. J. Diekema.—Rev. II. Vandor
wart, of Hackensack, N. J., was apInted a delegate to the general synod of the Ref. churches in the Neth-

day]

...........................
7.00 p. ni.

Leave ChicagoFriday ..................4.00

'• *•

““

Batarday. 9.00 a.

m.&

4.00

••
**

IloilandDally [except Sunday]...8.00 “
Bonday ....................2.00 *•
Saturday (apecial) .........6.:j0 “
*'

erlands; Rev. C. Brett to the general
On Friday and Saturday of each
assembly of the PresbyterianChurch;
Rev. R. H. Joldersma to the United week the Soo City will leave Chicago
Pfesb. Church; and Rev. W. Moerdyk at 4.00 p. m., giving a delightful afto the Ref. Epis. Church. The social ternoon and evening ride of 64 hours
ifeaturesoftheSynod culminated in a on Lake Michigan, arriving at the
delightful reception in the parlor of Holland resorts about 10:30 p. m. An
Prospect Park Hotel to the Western orchestra will be provided for these
delegates,
The parlor was made trips, and everythingpossible done to
bright with cut flowers and chains of make them thoroughlyenjoyable^ On
inountainlaurel, now in full bloom. Sunday the Soo City will leave HolOver one large mirror was draped the land at 2.00 p. m. and the Resorts at
Holland flag and over the opposite 4.00 p. m., arriving in Chicago about
mirror were the Stars and Stripes. 10.30 p. m. For those desiring to take
Abundant refreshments, furnished the trip by daylight, the City of Hol|rom the abounding resources of the land has been scheduled to leave
], were liberally dispensed, and Holland at 6.30 a. m. eyery Saturday
occasion was altogether enjovable. during tbe continuance of this Sumhe younger graduates of “Hope” mer Schedule, which is up to Sept. 5.
their college songs in Dutch and Good meals will be served at tbe modlish, rivaling the songs of Rut- erate price of 50 cents each. Luncheons can be had if desired.
reheard on other evenings. ^

'

150 bass. ’ They promised their host to grv™’ Si-'
photographed through the
Equalization—Alward, Lynn, Pellecome again.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Rademaker and
grora, Kerkhof, Brown.
1 Mrs. Geo. Bfrkhoff and children of
Taxes and Apportlocnenl-Pruhn,
A
868,1
be °[1 the «reate8t
Mrs. J. Stoutharaerof Milwaukee
Chicago, have arrived at Macatawa Van Loo, Vos, Dykema, Sherburn. importance to the science of
are here, visiting at the sickbed of
Criminal bills— Robinson,
j
Park and are about to occupy their cottheir father T. Keppel.
medicine but the people do
tage for the season. Mr. Birkhoff came
Miscellaneousclaims— Cole, StuvelA. J. Pieters, assistant in the divinot require an
Ray” to
with them but returned again on Fri- ing, Clark.
sion of botany, department of agriculday. He will join them later. ,
Printing and stationary— Dykema, show them where to buy the
ture, Washington, D. C., Is here on a
Prulm, Alward.
Mrs. B. Van der Veen of Grand Rapleave of absence. He expects to reForestry— Van der Haar, Clark, best goods at the lowest rates.
ids Is visiting at the old home in this
!
turn a married man.
cliy.
Schools and education— Van Loo, STEVENSON'S Jewelry Store!
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Steketee and
Among tbe many others present Si vers, Bosch.
family were at Macatawa Park this
Infirmary <and poor— Lynn, Brown,
from abroad we noticed tbe following
Sherburn.
week, to open up their cottage for tbe
clergymen,mostly accompaoledxby Buildings
grounds— Parks,
summer months.
their ladles: R. Bloemendaal, Muskfe- Prulm, Clark.
White Doesburg and his sister Mrs. gou; H. K Boer, il^miltoo; D. Broek,
Insane— Stuvel Ing, Thurston, DalJohn Sereah, Prop.
Kate S. Golden of New York city have Grandville; W. Brains, Coopsrsville; man.
rRoads, drains and ferries— Bosch,
C. Blom, Sr., Clerk.
been rusticating at the Park, and left G. J. Hekhuis, Gaicago; S. llogeboom,
Van der Haar, Vos.
for Detroit, Wednesday evening.
Cleveland; J. Huizinga. Rock Valley;
R. Alward, of Georgetown, was apC. C. Wheeler has rented the Ran- P. Ihrman, Marlon, N. Y.; J. H. Kar- pointed to represent Ottawa county at
ters house, on Maple street.
sten, Oostburg, Wis.; J. Lamar, Grand tbe meeting of the state board of
Rev. B. Smite of Ypsilanti, was the Rapids; J. Loxeo, Lansing; III.: W. equalization,to be held* at Lansing,
guest of his classmate G. J. Dlekema, Moerdyk, Milwaukee; E. W. Staple- Aug.
^
during his stay in the city this week. kamp, Kalamazoo; A. M. Van Doine,
The printing of tbe proceedings of
The Misses Jennfe and Allle Pieters Holland,Neb-; I- Van jKampen, Saddle the board this year was awarded to the
Finley Toledo and Holland Beer alare visiting with their brother in River, N. J.; J. P. Winter, Manito, Zeeland Expositor.
ways oo tap.
111.; J. J. Van Zanten, Muskegon.
To the Grand Rapids Transit Co. No. 17 River
Fennville.

Leave Chicago Dally [except Friday and Satur- his mother, Mrs. S. DeGroot.

^

Dalman,
Thurston.

i

“X

Thurston.
and

White Seal Saloon

Fine Wines,

17.

Liquors,

Cigars.

St., HOLLANa

-
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land City News.

i In a quarrel in

8t, Paul \Yillidni
Maj. McKinley received a large numSchaffner killed hla son and then blew ber of congratulatorytelegrams an"ij
Kills
out hla own brains.
was
given
an
ovation
at
bis
home
UP
bt
Suddenly;
but
never
without
warning
sympBROS., Publishers.
| Three colored men, all married, were Canton, On over his nominationfor tha toms, such as Faint, Weak or Hungry Spells,
Before you buy call and see my stock of
drowned in the Cumberlandriver at presidency.
Holland, Mich
Irregular or IntermittentPulse, Fluttering
Clarksville,Tenn., by the sinking of a
Congressional nominations were made! or Palpitation of the Heart, Choking Sensaskiff.
us follows: Illinois, Third district, tions, Shortness of Breath, Swelling of Feet
Anson F. Miller and Austin Miller, Nicholas Dubock (people’s). Georgia, and Ankles, etc.
old and well-to-dofarmers and no rela- First district, Rufus E. Lester (dcm.)
Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure,
tion to each other, one living two miles renominated. Kentucky, Tenth disEtc.
Important IntelligenceFrom All Parts.
north of Niles, Mich., end the other two trict, T. Y. Fitzpatrick (dent).
Cures Heart Disease.
| miles east, both dropped dead at the
Montana democrats in convention at
DOMESTIC.
some moment,
Butte elected free silver delegates to
We represent the leading manufacturers and are in position to save
Charles Emmler, a Chicago gasoline
you money und take care of
. 4
, ..
„
The visible supply of grain in the Chicago.
peddler, (et.llyshot his w.fe wb e he Un|te(] st<lt(,8
,vheQti
An address was issued from the headquarters of the people’s party national
DEERING
and BINDERS.
THE WORLD'S BEST!
’370'TOU1br2S1hcommittee in St. Louis advising popuWhy buy cheap Machines
M^s,, entployiag 1.000 hattds, closed
h^heis '' lists throughout the country to make
Roller and Ball Bearing.
and sooner or later get in
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado, their cantrouble and lose money?
Hehr/lloseilthal ood Miss Stella Pit- ! A torn'“,<>‘"'P* over M“rion anlJ
McCORMICK
& BINDERS.
tin were killed by the cars at Ball's ^kson “u”ties' °- -ioing great dam- didate for
Benjamin H. Bristow, secretary of
EVERYTHING IN WAGONS, CARRIAOES-HORSES AND HARNESS TO FIT.
the
treasury tinder PresidentGram’s
CTtSthca°;enth annual conrention In !
*h^e-atorybuilding in San Fransecond term, died nt his home in New
Boston ol the Medal uf Honor Legion
“”“i’SC^buT"?,0rff_28p'? York city, aged 04 years.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS OF THE FARM.
Gen. Nelson A. Miles was elected presi in the ruins. Five dead bodies had been
Ex-Congressman f . R. Hudd died at
recovered and 17 of the injured resdent,
his home in Green Bay, Wis., of paralyA destructive windstorm swept over cued.
Hail fell to the depth of over two sis of the heart, aged 02 years.
southern Kansas, wrecking buildings
The prohibitionistsof Arkansas have
at Kingman, Penalosa,Anthony and
5n 'vt‘stern ^braska, blocking
severed their connection with the ‘‘narrailway trains.
Attica.
The engine boiler of the Nebraska row-gauge” prohibitionistsand joined
Wilson T. Slayback was killed by
the “broad-gauge”national party.
For convenience of patron#, yoa can
lightning at Dayton, Ind., and his death Lumber company exploded at Doutalk with us at either place by priIn
Texas
the
democrats
nominated
chette,
Tex.,
killing
seven
men
and
so affected his father, aged 78, that the
vate telephone connection free
R. L. Henry for congress in the Seventh
seriously
if
not
fatally
injuring
three
©Id man dropped dead from heart disMr. Geo. L. Smith, of the Geo. L. Smith
district and renominatedJoseph D.
others.
ease.
Mantel Co., Louisville, Ky., writes Feb. 26,
1894: “For about .i year I was a terriblesufThe two sons of Thomas Holdcrfleld, The eighth international convention Sayers in the Ninth district.
(ieorge B. Bartlett, the famous his- ferer from heart trouble, which got so bad
aged 15 and 18 years, were killed by of Sunday school workers commenced
in Boston with delegates present from torian of Concord. Mass., diid in Bris- I was obliged to sit up In bed to get my
lightning at Marion. 111.
LAUGH
breath. 1 had to abandon businessand
all
parts of the United States and the tol, R. I., aged 64 years.
The international missionary convenFAT!
K raker
could hardly < rawl around. My friend, Mr.
provinces.
tion at Clifton Springs, N. V., adopted
FOREIGN.
Julius C. Voght, one of our leading pharmaThe
courthouse
was
burned
bv
inresolutions asking the United States
The British steamship Drummond cists, asked mo to try Dr. Miles' Heart Cure.
You will if you
frovernment to protect the lives and eendiaries at lloxie, Kan., and all The Castle, Capt. N. M. Pierce, from Cape
got your meal
1 had used little more than a bottle when
' a
property of American citizens in the records of the registrar of deeds
at
Town for London, struck upon a sunk-i the pain ceased and palpitations entirely
De Koster.
county treasurer were destroved.
Turkish empire.
en rock near Ushant and sank three disappeared.I have not had the slightest And get the flnesii In il til m l an 1 as m ; i f ir 31
buys in vwherr else.
During a hurricane nt Ridgeville, minutes later, with 144 passengers and trouble since, and today I am attendingto
In Newport, Ky.. the trial of Alonzo
M. Walling, jointly indictedwnh Scott Ind.. several buildings were struck by 103 officers ami crew on board, and all business as regularly as ever."
Jackson for the murder of Pearl Hryan. lightning,houses unroofed, many chim- but three were said to have been lost.
8old by druggists everywhere. Root: cn
Heart and Nerves sent free. A»Uiro*.s Dr.
ended with conviction and penalty fixed neys were blown down and nearly all
A terriblefamine, which threatened
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart. Ind.
shade trees were destroyed.
at death.
to plunge the most prosperous portion
The final payment on account of the
The Seafdiolsdry goods company at of tin* province of •Tonkin. Chinn, in ! tie Or. Miles’ Remedies Restore I!.u
4 per cent, loan of February last was Louisville,Ky., failed for SlUO.ouo.
direst misery for ninny years, was desoSold bv all druggistmade at the treasury department in
In a freight train wreck near Mont- lating that country.
Washington.
pelier. Yt., Edward Drown, of JanesOver 1,000 lives were lost and much
A hurricane at Guthrie, O. T.. wrecked ville. Wis.. and J. Leskind, of Chicago, property destroyedby earthquake
the Central high school building and were killed.
shocks on the Island of Ycsso, in Japan.
state capitol grounds and badly damUnder orders issued by the postmns- Later advices say that 10,000 people
aged many private residences.
fi.
aim to keep up with the times in all
imter-general the free delivery service i« were drowned by the tidal wave on the
The boiler of the steamer Titus Shcnrd to be abandoned nr 45 villagejwist of- Island of Yesso, the northern part of
provements
in
PHYSICIANAND ST it GF ON.
exploded on the canal nt Little Foils, fices in various states on July 1.
Japan, ami that several towns were euN. Y., while an excursion party was on
Office Eighth St., over V. O.
tirely destroyed.
PERSONAL AND PO' ITICAL
board and 11 persons were killed and
John Beverly Robinson, aged 75 years, jjqj L INI)
MICH
At the republican national convention ex-lieutenant governor of Ontario,
three were fatally and s;\ seriously injured.
in Si. Louis on the 17th Senator J. M. dropped dead w hile on the platform at a
endeavor to perform all
painlessly as
Cornell university at I theca, N. Y. Thurston,of Nebraska,was made per- political meeting in Toronto.
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Gemrai Dental Parlors.
50 Eighth

Street.

|

D.

COOK. m.D.

We

modern

j

DENTISTRY

And

graduated a class of 400.
manent chairman, and Charles W.
The printers'strike ie Minneapolis Jones, of Minnesota,secretary. Senaand St Paul was settled by an agreement tor Thurston made a brief address,after
between the typographicalunion and which the report of the couimittee on
ihe publishers’ association to arbitrate credentials was adopted and the con
vention adjourned for the day. At a
all differencesas to wages and hours.
Fire destroyed a block of business meeting of the committee on resolu
buildingsiu Bradford,Pa., the loss be tions a gold plank was adopted, after
which Senators Teller.Dubois and Canlug $100,000.
At New Haven, Conn, the boat race non and Congressman Hartman anbetween the freshman crew of Yale uounccd their withdrawal from the
tfnrt the University of Wisconsincrew party.
Maine democrats in convention nt
roralted in a victory for the latter crew.
The exchangesat the leading clearing Portland nominated Edward B. Wil
liiSutieBiu the United States during the liams. of that city, for governor, and
week ended on the 10th aggregated elected delegatesto the national con*1,038,570,808,
against $937,SH6,593the vention on a gold standard platform.
previous week. The decrease compared
The democrats of the Fifth congres
!With the correspondingweek in 1895 sional districtof California nominated
•was 3.3.
M. J. Maddux for congress.
There were 276 business failuresin
Vermont republicansin convention
ihe United States in the seven days at Burlingtonnominated a state ticket
ended ou the 19th, against 234 the week headed by Mayor Josiuh Grout, of
previous and 228 in the corresponding Derby, for governor,and adopted a
platform favoringprotection and the
period of 1895.
•f David D. O’Brien, one of the foremost gold standard.
The democratic state conventionat
Sawyers in Cook county, committed suicide by asphyxiation in his office in Chi- Little Rock, Ark., nominated John W.
Jones for governor.
go. Liquor was the cause.
At a conference of silver men in St
In a freight train collision at Friend,
3?eb., F. Doane, of San Jose, Cal, and 85 Louis propositions were favorably
passed upon for the organization of a
bogs were killed.
A Thirty-five
Thl
of the 48 survivors of the republicansilver party in the United
^earsarge-Alabamanaval fight cele- States and the candidacy of Senator
brated in Boston their 12th annual re- Henry M. Teller, of Colorado, for presunion and the 32d anniversary of the ident.
Rev. Le Roy Jones Halsey, I). D., a
battle.
j The Indiana supreme court has de- founder of the McCormick theological
cided that the Nicholsonliquor law is seminary and one of the foremost men

t

In an engagementbetween Spanish
troops and insurgents at Najasa, Cuba,
the former lost 1.000 men.
The final ratification was announced
of the constitutional amendment by
which Venezuelaadopts the gold stand-

opperations

possible. Natural teeth preserved by
Plastics. Artificial

Gold and

TEETH

Toledo Bser.
Inserted on

We have assumed the Bottling Business heretofore carried on by C. Blom.
Sr., and are prepared to furnish Tolecircles there were greatly agitated over
do Bottled Beer:
the report that Gen. Lee had sent dispatches to Washingtonfavoring the
1 2 Quart bottles ...... $
.00
granting of belligerent rights to the
1 2 Pint Bottles ......... 50
ard.

News from Madrid is that

filling with

metal and rubber oase. Crown and Bridge
work and

official

TEETH
WlTHOUTflATES

1

Cubans.
Orders may be left with C. Blom, Sr.
President Diaz was renominated lor
ind will be promptly tilled.
a fifth term as president of Mexico.
The completion of he 59th year of the
IN FRONT.
reign of Queen Victoria was celebrated
BLOM & NICIIOI 0
in London.
An Athens dispatch says that the Holland, Mich.
7 1v

SALOON

t

Turks were marking the

Largest

office in

western Michigan

Christian

shops in Khania. Island of Crete, and
it was feared that this meant a general

Gillespie the Dentist.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

pillage or a massacre.
Later advices say that 30,000 persons
Attorneys.
lost their lives in the earthquake and
tidal wave on the Island of Yesso, in rviEKEMA.G.J.,Attorney at Law.Collectloc*
U promptlyattendedto. Office, over First
Japan.
State Dank.
Gen. \V. W. Wilson, the leader of tha
Ural Estate and
\ I cBRIDE, P. H.. Attorn,y
American expeditionfrom New York J1
Insurance.Office. McBride's
Block.
AloB
which landed in Cuba ou December 8
to assist the insurgents, was killed in POST, J. C.. Attoruey and Counsellor at Jaw.
L Real Estate anc Collections. Office,Post's
battle near Guanatanamo.
81ock

LATER.

and best equiped dental

Office

hours from 8:30 a. m to 5:30 p.
hours by appointment.

Other

Telephone No. 33.
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THERE ARE OTHERS

T

AT I A. P. A . Attorney at Law. Office over
.Li Htnci- & ( o.'s Furn. store. Eighth 8t

The Illinois democrats met at Peoria
ami nominated the following ticket:
Banks.
For governor, John P. Altgeld; lieuten?IRST STATE BANK. Commercialand 8avant governor. Monroe C. Crawford; secF Iukb Dep't I. Capjton. President. Germ
retary of state. Finis E. Downing; au- f/. Mokma, Cashier.
ur. Capital 8tocK.W0.000.
in the Presbyterian church, died at his ditor of state, W. F. Beck; state treasvalid.
I 10LHND CITY STATE BANK. Commeicla)
Thirty people were poisoned nt Down- residence in Chicago, aged S4 years.
urer, Edward C. Pace; attorney-general, II and Savings Dep’t. D. B. K. Van Raalte,
ing, Wis., by eating pressed beef, and
The democrats in the Fourth Ohio George A. Trude. Delegates were Pres.O. Verschure. Cash Capital slock 550,000.
districtnominated George A. Marshall elected to the national convention ami a
come were in a critical condition.
Boots and Shoes.
Paulo Kaumanu. a native of the Ha- for congress.
platformwas adopted which declares
waiian islands,was hanged at Folsom,
Muj. William McKinley, of Ohio, was for the free and unlimited coinage of sil
T J F.KOLD M.. Dealer In Boots and Shoes, suoCal., for the murder of Mrs. Ellen Rob- nominated for president in the repub- ver at the rate of sixteen to one, opposes
tl cesbur to E. Hurold & Co.
inson at Latrobe on May 6, 1894.
lican national conventionat St. Louis contraction of the currency by the re
Albert Woods, aged 32, and Richard on the 18th on the first ballot, the vote tirement of treasury notes, favors a
Clothing.
Menzie, aged 20, were shocked to death being as follows: McKinley, CCD/,; tariff for revenue only and an income
In Philadelphiaby touching a wire Reed, 84yf; Quay, 61 Vi; Morton. 58; tax and denounces interferenee on the DOSMAN BROTHERS. MerthanlTailorsand
ccreen' over which an electric wire had Allison, 35 yt; Don Cameron, 1. For part of the federal government in local L> Dcalera in Ready Made. Geut'aFurniahng Gooda a Specialty
vice president Garrett A. Hobart, of affairs.
fallen.
Benjamin Minger, a federal prisoner New Jersey, was chosen on the first balThe reports as to the condition of the
Dry Goods and Groceries.
from southernOhio, died in a hospital lot, as follows: Hobart, 633y,; Evans, crops throughout the country were fant Columbus, and an examinationby 277yg; Bulkeley, 39; Walker, 24; Up- vorable.
llOOT & KRAMER. Dealera In Dry Oooda, NoD tlona.Uroocriea.Flour. Feed, etc , Eighth
physiciansshowed that his heart was pitt, 8; Reed, 3; Depew, 3; Grant, 2;
During a storm at Sioux City. In., Street.
Thurston,2; Morton, 1. The platform
on the right side of his body.
lightning struck and instantly killed
Grant Harvey and Miss Emma Col- declares for protection to American inPUTTfiN. Q. Si SONS, General Dealeraln
Mrs. Mary Paulsen. At Newell the 1/V ANDry
Gooda, Oruce^ea, OrooKery. Hata. and
lins, of South Zanesville,and Miss Luella dustries; reciprocity; the maintenancs
home
of Mr. and Mrs. Richardson was Capa, Flour.Produce, etc River Street.
of
the
existing
gold
stoudard
and
opEvans, of Zanesville.0., were drowned
struck and they were both killed.
ition to free coinage of silver except
In the Muskingum river by the n poetCol. Joseph King Cumings Forest, the
Drugs and Medicines.
international
agreement;
pensions
ting of a boat
nestor of Chicago newspaper men, died
The percentages of the baseballclubs and preferencesfor veterans of the
I \OE8BVRG. J. O.. Dealer in Druga and Mediat his home at the age of 76 years.
ciuea, Paiuta and OiD. Toilet Articlea, ImIn the National league for the week union army; a firm, vigorous and digniIn
the
Canadian
election
the
liberals
ported
and Domeatlc Cigars. Eighth Street.
ended on the 21st were as follows: fied foreign policy; reassertlon of the
defeated the government,Wilfrid LauMonroe
doctrine;
exclusion
of
illiterate
Baltimore,.040; Clevlund, .638; Cincinrier being elected premier by an over- tlTALSH. HEBER. Druggiat and Pharmacist
VV a full stock of goods appertaining to the
nati, . .023; Boston, .583; Philadelphia, and immoral immigrants;reapproval of
auBioeaa. City Drug Store, Eighth Street.
the civil service law; condemnation of whelming French-Cnnadianvote.
«S4?i Washington, 332: Pittsburgh, .531;
Brooklyn,.529; Chicago. .500; New York, lynching;approval of national arbitra- Forest fires were raging on the north
Hardware.
tion; approval of a free homestead fork of the Frying Pan river in Colora.404; St. Louis, .275; Louisville, .204.
Three men were instantly killed and law, and sympathy with legitimate do and thousands of acres of valuable \7 AN OORT. J. B. General Hardware and
• fourth fatally injured in a grado- efforts to lessen intemperance. Upon timber were doomed.
V qtoves. Repairing promptly attendedto.
the adoption of the platformSenator The private bank known as the Bank Eighth Street.
croKsing accident at Abscon. N. J.
Teller and some 20 other silver leaders of Salt Lake, with James H. Bacon as
The Arrow Cycle Manufaciuringcomleft the hall. At 7:51 p. m. the conven- principal owner, failed in Salt Luke
Manufactories,Shops, Etc.
pany at Shelbyville. Ind.. failed for
tion adjournedsine die.
City
for
§250,000.
*100.000.
L'LIEMAN.J., Wagon and Carriage MauufocThe democrats in the. Twentieth disThe Texas democrats in convention T tory and Blacksmith and Repair Shop.
Maggie and Lucy Treon were thrown
trict of Ulinois nominated James P.
Dealer
iu AgriculturalImplement*.River Bt.
from their vehicle in a runaway near Campbell,of Hamilton county, for con- at Austin split on the money question
and
two
sets
of
delegates
to
the
nationBhelbyville, Ind., alighting on a barb1 I UNTLEY. A.. Practical Machinist, Mill and
gress.
al convention were elected, one for gold li Engine Itepaira a ipecialty Shop on Sevwire fence, and both were fatally inThe Arkansas democratic convention
auth street, near River.
and the other for silver.
jured.
at Little Rock instructed its delegates
Leon Orr (colored) was lynched by a to Chicago to vote for Biand for presi- A tornado in Wisconsin destroyed
Meat Markets.
buildings at Clayton, Clear Lake, Neshjnob at Danville, Ala., for assaulting;he
dent
koro and La Crosse und killed four per- rvEKRAKERADE KOSTER, Dealeii In all
daughter of a farmer.
The Florida democratic convention at
1/ klndaot Fresh and Salt Meats. Market on
The next annual meeting of the Ocala nominated W. B. Bloxham for gor- sons.
A fire broke out in the building of River Street.
Farmers’ National congress will be held | fcrDOr.
ILL VAN DER VRKRK, Dealer In all kinds
In Indianapolis in September next
The republican national committee
^,Mln‘ 117
f V
of FreKh and Salt Meats. Market on
<)- E‘ Hart killed hi. unfaithful wife
Louii elected Mark A.
Eighth Street.
•t Wichita, Kan., and then killed him- Hanna, of Cleveland, O^chah man.
In conventionin Milwaukee the Wis
Painters.
The bolting silver men at the repub- consin democrats elected W. F. Vilas, E.
Charles Fennelly and Louise Costello. lioan national convention held a con- sF,ander«aildJ* J*Ho£nn rvE MAAT, R., House, Carriage, and Sign
frho were engaged to be married, were ference in St Louis and decided to or- as delegates at large to the national con- Lr Palntlni,plain and ornamentalpaper hanging. Shop at residence,on Seventh Bt., near R
Jfflled Ry lightning in New York city, j ganize a new party and to put forward
mention and adopted a platform that in8. Depot.
John Paul and Jacob Hayes, of Wy* Senator Teller, of Colorado, for preai- dorses PresidentCleveland's admlnlscming, Minn., were murdered and
tration, favors a tariff for revenue only,
Physicians.
gobbed by tramps, who were captured. , Byron G. Stout, who was a member and declares against the “free and unf.r REMF.RB. H„ Phyaloian and Surgeon. Retijntre^ destroyed the business portion of congress in 1868 and in 1890, died at limited coinage 6f silver and in favor of 1\ dene
- Market.
ice on Twelfthattrek. noruer of
** Walnut, la.
Office
at drag (tore, Eighth Street.
I his home in Pontiac, Mich., aged #7 gold, the highest monetary standard of

m.

RUT NONE AS GOOD AS

Sunlight and Daisy.
Unequalled for whiteness, purity and strength.

The Product of

WALSH-DEROO HILLS
In

parantH to

be salisfartory and tbe beat of

iU kind.
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GOOD WILL!

U

;

1

In

mU

I

have disposed of

my Stock

of Shoes

and

good will of the business and trade
lately carried on by me ou River Street, to
Mrs. K. Verschure, who will continue -the
business by her husband Mr. J. Verthe

schure.

A
Thanking the public of Holland and

vi-

cinity for their liberal patronage, I recom-

mend my
vors.

successor to their

continued fa-

am satiafled that at all times they
can rely upon honest goods at fair* prices,
and prompt service.
I

;

:

(»ent.
years.

}

“

,

the world.**

:Vs£,-

J. D.
!5a5S£
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EVACUATION DAY.

m.d. Strong Testimony

Geo. Baker,
limefbtk njAda

i

aad Surgwii.

Van der Veen’s Store, corner 8th and River Sts. Office open
day and night. Special attention

Office over

Of a Prominent Cltlxen of Holland—Na
Better Proof Can Be Had.

Mr. E. J. Harringtoncan well be said to be
July 11, in a manner befittingthe hisone oftheprominentcitiiensof
Holland, where
given diseases peculiar to children.
toric character of the event. The suehe has resided for nearly half a century. Alcess of the celebration was assured
most every elective position an appreciative
Monday afternoon at a general meetpublic could place him in has been held by
Cleaning
ing
of oil the committees assigned to
Mr. Harrington—supervisor, alderman, and
Making clothes look nearly as good as
prepare for the celebration.Gen. R. A.
treasurer— and like the famous Dick Whittingnew is the work we do in our shop.
Alger presided.The reports submitton, who was thrice Mayor of London, he has
ted showed systematic progress in all
A. KLOOSTERMAN,
been three times Mayor of Holland. In a
First Ward near Wm. Van der Veere’s business way, Mr. Harringtonis well-known departments.Don M. Dickinsonannounced having secured the consent of
Meat Market
in many parts of the State. The Harrington
the authorities for the troops in this
niock is one of his daily reminders of business
vicinityand the United States steamer
onternriseto the Holland public, and is one of
ISHSHSHSP.SHSH
the finest in the city. During the summer Michigan and crew an i the Michigan
months, Mr. Harringtonresidesin his beauti- naval reserves to participorte. Gov.
ful summer home, erected on his fine property O’Ferral, of Virginia, will deliver the
culled Macatawa hark Grove, which is
.o within
..
oration of the day, nijd a party of disa stone’s throw of Ottawa Beach, Michigan’s
famous summer resort. What better endorse- tinguishedeastern guests will come
ment can anythinghave than the commenda- from Washington to attend the ceretion of such a representative citizen as Mr. monies. The principalexercises of the
Ifarrington? This is what he said to our
day will be at the new federal building,
representative:
‘l I have been subject to attacks of kidney which stands on what was once the site
complaint more or le»» during past years; the of the Inst fort on United States soil
ft
slightestcold would always-precipitate
' such which was occupied by the British.
an attack. I have bought lots of porous plasThe new structure will be elaborately
ters and worn them trying to gain a littlerelief.
Scott’s
About two months ago, I experienceda very decorated for the occasion.

;

and Repairing

Lumber

Lath
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something
-• *-’PFp
to help me. Mr. Doesburg recommended Doan’s Kidney Pills, so I began taking them and the relief they afforded me came
so quickly1 was much surprised.I had Iteen
using them only a couple of days when the
Dr.
Vries Dentist.
in my
my hack and kidneyswas
pain and distressin
gu'ie, and I have been feeling first-rate ever
sinee. For the lengl
above Central Drug Store.
suits gained therefrom,Doan's Kidney Pills
Office hours from 8 to 12 A. M. and beat anything I ever heard of for smdi eompluints. I recommend and endorse them with
from 1 to o P. M.
the greatestof pleasure.”
For sale by all dealers— priee .r>0 cents.
Any on wishing to see me after or Mailed by Foster-MilbtirnCo., Buffalo, N. Y.,
or before office hours can call me up sole agents for the United States.Remember
the name, Doan's, and take no other.
by phooe No. 9. Residence East 12th
Forsale by J. O.Does burg.

Look

Here!

De

St.

Dr.ftKremers
Has moved his

office and will

c

found above the
Central Drug Store.
hereafter be

Z
£

5 and 7 to 8 p. m. Sundays at
corner 12th and Market St.

Telephone

j}

D

9 to 10 a. m., 3 to

0

home

31.

Window Frames,

Doors,

Siding, Paints,
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C Mouldings, Flooring,
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Phoenix Planing Mill
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Prices the Lowest.
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Dr. S. A. Johnson,
hysiclan and Surgeon.
Holland City State Bank Block.
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SOCIETIES.

Mid

mortgage the whole amount of the principal
sum of said mortgage with all arrearagesof b>
thereon,at the option of the said

terest

ONLY
js

Ur. hofil

Ask your grocer

GUUa

Wabeke, his heirs executors,nlmlnlstratore or
afisigue, became duo and payable Immediately thereafter, and the said AdrianaVan
Zwuluweuburg.assigneeof said mortgage, h«rw-

for It. by di dares her election and option to consider
tht whole amount of the said principal
sum of 8a[d mortgage due and payable. Nottoe

KARSTEN, Prop.

thereforehereby given, that by virtue of ttrt
p^wor of sale in said mortgage contained, and
is

Tittle Wonder”

Mills,
ZEELAND, MICH.

tbo statutein such case made and provided. said mortgage will be foreolofled
by sale, ai public vendue of the mortr
gaged premises,or so

much

thereof es

maybe

necessary to pay the amount due on said mortgage with interest and costs of foreolosnreand
sale, Includingan attorney feo of thirty-five dol-

Masons and builders are requested

lars

t!

said sale to take place at the north

city of Grand Haven. Ottawa county, IMo!>»
(that being the place where the olrokil

the

igan,

court for tbs County of Ottawa Uholden,) on

will call at

Afondau.theSeventeenthday

any

ut t«n o'clock In

RESIDENCE OF HOTEL

of

Auguit.A.D. 2JM»

theforonoonof uld day ;th»— Id

mortgaged premlaea to be told being deecrlbed
laid mortgage m all that certain pieoe ov
land situatedand being tn the townehif

lu

parcel of

of Holland,county of Ottawa, *nd itate oi
Michigan, known and deeoribod ae follow*,to*

wit: The Wert Half
oi

of

the South

But Quartet

SectionNumberedThree [3; in Townihip

numbered flve[3] north of range numbered
toec

[15]

oi lend,

file*

West, and containing eighty [80] acre#
more or leee, according to fovermpepg

aorvey.

Dated Holland, May SBrd, A. D. lM.
Adbuma Van Zwir.uwiKBCM,

AuigoMfc
GiuhitJ. Diiixka,
Attorney lor Aielgnee.
llw.

18—

Meyer & Son’s

Music House

O
0

..........................
4 05

<9 4 10

She was built for the Wolverine StenmDETROIT.
ship company, of Detroit, and cost GRAIN— Wheat, No. 2 Red.. J 63 it
‘orn. No. ..... ............ 27*4^
>260,000. She is 420 feet over nil, 400
Oats. No. 2 While ......... 20*4
feet keel, 45 feet G inches beam and 28
Rye, No. ................. 34 if
ST. LOUIS.
feet deep. She is expected to carry
CATTi. E-Native Steers ..... J3 10 ft
4,300 gross tons on about 15 feet draft.
T. xas .......................
2 On it
Charged with Child Murder.
Menominee, June 23.— Far! Wendel,
iged 14, is on trial here for the murder
of Eva Lnfrenier.aged six. Nearly nyear
:*go the littlegirl went into the Wendel
house and asked Carl for some ice
cream. For three months afterward
nothing was seen or heard of her, until
it noisome stench near the Wendel house
caused an investigation. In an unused
attic in the Wendel home the decayed
body of the child was found.

;

outer door of the Ottawa county court house, at

Wt

i

Ij

day

when the same became due and payable,andthr
nonpayment of said interestin defanltfor nx»g
than thirtydays after the same became doe asA

Lawrence Kramer.

LARD

J. A. Kooyers,Grondwet Office,

thepv*

payable, wherefore under the conditions of

ipatmn.

m

BOOKBINDING

Lowest Prices.

due and payable by reason of defaultin

a torpid liver will

DEALERS IN

Pianos
A. B. Chase,

Crown,
Russell,

Smith and Barnes.

Organs^^
Story and Clark,
United States,
Farrand and Votey,
Lawrence Seven- Oct.

63*4

2

2

Scott’s Lumber Yard.

ti. Beacli.

any part of it; and the whole of the prtak,
oipal sum of said mortgage together with afl|
arrearages of interestthereon,having beootnv

world for

HOGS— Light .................
3 25 0 3 56
Shie and Ida Kahn, two girls who regHough Packing ............2 8a (i 3 00
ister from Kinkiang, Chino, and who SHEEP ......................... 2 00 0 4 10
Western Cr'm y.. K,
14*4
are the first Chinese girls to graduate BUTTER—
Dairy ....................... 9
12
from the University of Michigan,and EGGS— Fresh ................. 9 0’ 10*4
New (per brl ). 40 'ft 85
almost the first Chinese to graduate POTATOES—
PORK— Mess ..................
6 95 W 7 00
here.
LARD-Steam ................4 02V(M 06
FLOUR— Winter .............. 3 25 O 3 SO
......................
2 65 0 3 65
SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED. GRASpring
56V,
IN— Wheat. June.
Corn, No. 2.
271,
Largest Boat Ever Built In Michigan 8«t
Oats. No. 2 Cash ..........16*4
16*',
Afloat at Detroit.
Rye, No. 2 .................
32%
Parley.
Good
to
Fancy....
33
Detroit, Mich., June 22.— The largest
MILWAUKEE.
boat ever built in Michigan was suc- OP.AIN-Wheat.No.2Spring t 56*^(h 56*4
cessfully launched from the WyanCorn. No. 3 .................
27 it
27L
Oats, No. 2 White .........
19*4
19Ctf<
dotte yards of the Detroit Dry Dock
Hyp. No. ...................
33 (a 33*'i
company Saturday morning. The new
3u ft 30*{
Hurley. No. 2 ...............
7 'in
it 7 05
boat was christened “The Senator.” PORK — Mess ..................

N. River St.
g:.

w.

H.H.
A high liver will)

lav

having been institutedat law or In equity, tv
recover the debt secured by said mortgage,or

USE^-00®^

Bncklen’s Arnica Salve

I

M

OueTbousandFourHandled Nln»

and in said mortgage ;and no snit or prooeedln(tt

Castorla.
Children

iSHSHSESHH-HSESHSUSSSH

of

tee of Thirty-five collarsprovidedfor by

to the hotel St. Joseph and narrowly cold-soresin two or three hours.
for passengers to or from Boats
Lawrence Kramer
escaped breaking his neck. Then he
or Trains,
started up the beach on his wheel, and
by accident fell into the lake. Later
Pitcher’s
in the day his wheel was stolen. When
he went to take the boat home Monday
L. A. Stratton,
Cry for
afternoonhe found that his pocketbook containing $85 in cash and $4,000
THE MARKETS.
securities had been deftly removed
Livery, Sale, Boarding and Feed
New York, June 24.
by a clever pickpocket.
Stables,
LIVE STOCK— Steers ......... $3 90 {f 4 45
Sheep .......................
2 00 -f/' 4 SO
FOR CHINESE WOMEN.
Hogs .......................
3 40 iff' 3 90
FL«jUR— Minnesota Patents 3 50 <R! 3 95
Northwest Corner Market andTlb Sts.
Two of Them to Graduate from MichiMakers' ....................
2 65 fi 2 90
gan's University.
3V HI-; AT— No. 1 Hard .........
674ft'
674
No. 3 Red June .............
63
627/jft’
Bell Phone 41.
Chase Phone
Ann Arbor, June 24. — While some of CORN-No.
...................
344
the Americans in the senior class have
September.................
35* J
been compelled to appeal to the faculty OATS— Western ................ 22 iff' 28
PORK-Mess. New ............ S 75 ft 9 00
nnd pet special examinations at the LA RD— Rendered ............. 4 35 ft 4 37'-'.
1146
154
Inst moment in order to go through, BUTTER— Western Cr'm'y..
FOGS .......................... lOUft 12
two Chinese girls in the class have finCHICAGO.
ished with a splendid record for schol- CATTLE— Reeves ............. 3 60 ft 4 30
Stockers and Feeders... 2 50 ft 3 So
arship, both with the faculty nnd with
Cows and Bulls ............ 1 50 ft 3 75
Texas Steers ............... 2 50 fii 3 75
their fellow studenta. They are Meiyie

Residence 12th St., between Maple St
and First Ave.

claimed to be dne at the time of this ao

sum

ment of intereston said mortgageon the

REMEMBER THE

Other times by appointment.

recorded in the of-

>,duly

toenDollarsand Forty Centa.besldeean attorney

.r>w

to examine the stock of lath, and prices. at Scott’s lumber yard, River str..

2 to 4 and
from 12 to 1 r. m.

Sidewall

is

tlce the

fair

hoi be a b«ng li'’er Correct the liver
wiili De Win’s Little Early Risers,
little pills that cure dyspepsia and

m. From

89

of

there

Choice Timothy Hay 75c

H.

*

1

Registerof Deeds of said county, In liber
53 of mortgages, on page 426 ; on whtoh mortgage

per 100.

uated from the Universityof Michigan In
3,vd. He served a term In the state legislature, and was elected to congress in
ISOs, being defeated for reelection two
years later. He was also a member of the
Fifty-secondcongress.In lSti2 Mr. Stout
was nominated for governor by the union
party and Indorsed by the democrats, but
r. as defeated owing to his views on the
civil war. Mr. Stout was the fusion candidate for United States senator from Mlchlg&n in 181s3.]

Office Hours:
10 to 11 a.
7 to 8 p. m. Sundays

December,A. D.

fice

LittleWonderFlour

CO

From

of

For Exchange-

2

UlZ

OUUa Wa-

and testament of

aid which said assignmentwas, on the 7th day'

HONOR

Itf)

D. Mi,

deceased, to Adriana Van Z ealuwenburg,

beke.

my store and elevator on

values. Address: Frank Julian,
Holland. Mich . I mile north West of
Smith’s School House, Lake Shore.

A

wm

tors of the last will

Soothing, healing, cleansing, De
came over from Chicago and was the Witt's Witch Hazel Salve is the envictim of aggravating circumstances emy to sores, wounds and piles, which
Monday. He began the day by fulling It never fails to cure. Stop Itching
down the long flight of steps that lead and burning. Cures chapped lips and

0

ft. Willlnk

and recorded In the office of the reglstar of
Deeds, of Ottawa county. Michigan, on the 10th
day of October,A. D. 1895, In liber 45 of mort»
Rages, on page 374 ; which said mortgage
duly assigned by John J. Wabeke, John A. Pyt
and CornellsVan Zw&luwonbarg,as the execu-

Grain,
Feed and Flour

Lawrence Kramer.

The Best Salve

w,

and state of Michigan, party of the ssoond part,

&

DAY.

Jan

datec on the 8th day of February,

Seeds,

at

A Chn-agonii VUitH NU Joseph and Has opposjte the Standard Roller Mills,
All Kinds of Trouble.
St. Joseph, June 23.— W. L. Johnson

CE

Office Hours:

Hay,

Juts. Bruises. Sores. Ulcers, SaltRheum. Fever Sore. Tetter, Chapped
Bryon C. Stout died at his home in this
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skin
city Friday morning after a long illEruption, and positively cures Piles,
ness of cancer.
or im pay required. Ills guaranteed
[Hon. Byron Gray Stout was born tn to give perfect satisfaction,or money
Richmond,Ontario country, N. Y , Jan- refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
uary 12, lO Two years later his parents For sale by Holier WaNh “The Drug- u
moved to Michigan.Mr. Stout was grad- CM

WILL

m

IN

the first part, tuGllleiWabeko of
tht township of Zeeland,count) of Ottawa

Quick in effect, heals and leaves no Eighth street, near the C*
scar. Burning, scaly skin eruption
quickly cured by De Witt’s Witch Ha* W. M. Passenger Depot, and
zel Salve. Applied to hums, scalds,
will from this time on deliver
old sores, It is magical in effect.
goods to any part of the city.
Always cures piles.

const

MADE

parties ol

CROSSED THE DARK

Lowest Prices

BEEN

and Janna WilllDk,his wife, of the township of
Holland county olOttuira anl state of Michigan,

RETAIL-

Walsh. Holland.
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.

21—

HWINQ

conditionsof p*ym#ntof a csrUlo most

i'1!

H.

Lumber Yard.

unuviv mm a wan ouiivinl?uiutcij . %*i\j
jmin was across my back in the line of the
RIVER.
kidneys. I coidd hardly walk, and I was entirely incapacitated for business^I found no Kx-CoiiRrcBsiuan Stout Pusses Away at
relief in the plasters.One day I went into
Ills Home ut Pontine.
Doeshurg’sdrug store to see if
“* T
I could
' get
“ 1
Pontiac, June 20.— Ex-Congressman

Mortgage Sale.
FAULT

\F

I

gi«e male in'! execute! bjr

\ve., Chicago, w is all
fun down, r..u!il nnf i-at nor ulgest
fond, had a backache which never lefther and felt tired and weary, hut.^ix
bottles of Electric Bitters restored
her in alfb ami lenewtxl her strength.
Prices 5U lems and *1 00. Get ft Bottle at

’

arviric

with my ship-

ping business I shall

Anni* Shehlc. 262.)

£ull p.
go pr(n

and Shingles.

;

In connection

A Valuable Prescription-

Editor Morrison of Washlngjnd.,
Detroit Prepare* for a Big Celebration
‘Sun” writes: ‘‘You have a valuable
on July 11.
Detroit, June 23.— Detroit will cele- drescrintlon In Electric Bitters,and
brate the 100th anniversaryof the i cun cheerfully recommend it for

HOGS ..........................
3 on
SHEEP ........................
3 25

-Hi-

34'*

1 20
3 70
ft 3 374
ft 3 90

OMAHA.

Sewing flachines^^

CATTLE— Steers

.............. J3 30 it 4 25
’ows .......................
1 &• ft 3 40
Feeders ....................
3 '>0 ft 3 75
..........................
2 95 ft 3 15
.........................
3 10
3 35

New Home, Wheeler &

HOGS

SHEEP

hold,

6

and Standard.

Sheet music, Folios and
Pianos, Organs

RIVER

Wilson, Domestic, House

all

Kinds of Musical Instruments.

and Sewing Machines Rented.

STREET.

-

HOLLAND. MICH

Denouncesthe Gold Platform.
K. O. T. M,
Oreaoent Tent, No. 68, meets In K. 0. T. M
Ball at 7 30 p. m., on Monday night next. AH
Bir Knights are cordially invited to attend
Cheapest Life InsuranceOrdar known. Fnll

A

COMPLETE LIKE

:

particularsgiven on application.
J. A. Mabbb, Commander.
B. W. Rkiolk. R. K.

THE

V
Gonany

Holland

Chemicals,
Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,
Paints,

Exclusive
Dealers in-

Oils

Teas. Coffees,
Spices, Extract
aklng

and Varnishes.

Powder

Detroit, June 19. — The Tribune, one
of the oldest daily newspapers in the
west and the leading republican paper
of Michigan since the birth of the
party, has uncquivoea'ly repudiated the
set ion of the republican national convention in declaring absolutely for the
gold standard, as against bimetallism.
It declares the platform to be unpatrioticand unrepuhliean.

June

23. —

Louise Loir

Dr. L. N. Tuttle,

WHERE

.

Emulsion of

TO
BUY

Cod-liver Oil

is

•

i

Staple

an old house in McBride, Calhoun coun- or cold, or useful as a trial for
ty, and while tearing it down found
babies and children.
counterfeiters’dies, which appearedto
In other conditions gain
have been used considerably,nnd crude
metal. The dies were used to make
slow, sometimes
half-dollars,nnd bear the date of 1891.
almost imperceptible, health
For the last two years bad half-dollars
can’t be built up in a day. For
have been plentifulin that county.

and
Fancy

must b£

Calumet and Uerla Dividend.

EIGHTH STRoiET

some conditions the gain

rapid. For this reason we
put up a 50c. size, which is
;
bought j enough for an ordinary cough

Den.

Found n Counterfeiter's
Nile*,

In

from the use of Scott’s

this Scott’s

Emulsion must be

Stationery, Fancy Goods. Boston, Mass., June 20.— The Calumet taken as nourishment,food
& Hecla Mining company has declared rather than medicine, food
Periodicals,School
a- dividend of five dollars per share,
& College Books
payable July 13, to stockholders ot prepared for tired and weak
a Specialty.
record June 30. This will bring total

Groceri es
'Small favors grattfully
received.'1

digestions.

Physician,Surgeon and Electrician.
Office at resident Cor. River and 9th
8U. Telephone No. 82.
Office Hours:— 10 to 11 a. m., 2to 3

and

u.

7 to 8 p.

Sun day

2 to 4 p.

m.

Kellogg Bros.
House

Fiiiskiig,Paintingand

Calci

Estimates given on work.
BO,

City.

AT

of dividends paid to date to (45,850,000.
SCOTT’S EMULSION ha* been endorsed by
In Camp at Meant Clemens.
the medical professionlor twenty year*. (A»k
Mount Clemens,June 18.— The Nine- your doctor.) Thl* la became It U always
palatable- always nnlform- always contains
teenth United States infantry went into the purest NorwegianCod-liverOil and Hypocamp at this place Wednesday for two
Pure Wines and Liqnors for Hedieinal months' rifle shooting. Capt. Gardner,
up l*a go cent and fi.oo sis*s.
small slca
sl__ may be eaougk ta cur#
Purposes.
of Fort Wayne, is in command.
cough or balp your baby.

i FULL

U1

‘A

OF CHOICE CIGARS.

•wr

F'Mf'-trrss aaa k Rites vareiauj^wmpviim.

lining.

AddMM, Pox

JO

Martin & Huizinga

Babe Drowned In a Tab.
Holland, June 20.— During the short
absence of the mother, the one-year-old
daughter of Henry Boeskool, a farmer
living nine miles southeast of here, fell
Into a tub of water and was drowned.

Boot &

Knot's

N

EW,

STORE.
.or

Wanted-An Idea

5U

EVERYTHING FRESH AND CLEAN. THEIB
TEAS AND COFFEES CANNOT BE EXCELLED
WHILE THERE TAKE A* -LOOK AT THE1
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.

remain until there is a THE HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE.
good depth of waterdnslde nod out.
It U In No Way Related to tho GerA well known Saugatuck man was
suddenlyawakened Monday night by
I utterly fall to see where Englisha buzzing sound iu his ear that drove , men have received the impression that
him ueuriy frantic. He knew that j the Hungarian language is a sort of
sent here to

...

WITH

PRICES TALK

t5ere' , t ! ^derling dialect of German, says a
happy thought struck him. Knowing
Knowing writer
Njneteenth century. Gerthat insects will Invariablymake for
man and English, as is well known,
light, he struck a match and held It
close to his ear. Out walked the In- are Aryan languages. Hungarian is no
truder. It was a native bedbug.— Aryan language at all. Its very character is opposed to that of the German
Record.
idiom. If German or English may
Ottawa County.
fairly be compared to a tree, the
Saturday a fine newRepublican pole branches and fruits of which are inoue hundred and two feet high, was deed visible, the roots of which, howraised at Coopersvllle, and the first ever, are underground and hidden away,
gun fired for McKinley and Hobart, the Hungarian language h like a tree
with a rousing speech by Hon. J. V. the roots of which are almost visible,
B. Goodrich.
and by a kind of linguisticRoentgen
Thursday of last week a niue mouths photography we can almost watch the
old child of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boes- sap of the roots rising into the stem
kool, of Drenthe, fell head long into a and branches. It is, in other words,
large pail of water, while its mother agglutinative. .
had stepped out of the house to drive
The first syllableof each word represome hogs out of the yard. The child’s
father was laid up with a fractured sents the root of , the word; tenses or

BEE HIVE
My competitoiscan

advertise

about going

but when it comes to low

out of business

prices, they aren’t in
takes the lead.

it

here. The Bee Hive

To see the way

it is

crowded

shows that public appriciate bargains at
their store.

WISE.

vJ.

BEE

limb

when

the

__

1
_

Confidence

Grows
Slowly

,

room. Life was 1 pronouns are soldered on to the root,
mother returned. ' ^ is originally the language of nomad

Id an adjoining

extinct

^

and roving

Zeeland

i

•

tribes anxiously clinging to

their word roots for tear c{

aU

,0fiinff

means of understandingone another.
Commencement exercises of the Of German words in Hungarian there

HIVE.

25.

'

High School will take place Thursday, | i8 only a handful, and they are used
June
j mostly as clowns and jes«makers in
Rev. James Ossewaarde and wife of 1 the courtly avenues of Hungarian senand friends.

c .u

Wheats

huehel.
Bye ............

Buckwheat .....

than

&29-30

Barley V cwt....
Corn f bushel.
Oats $1 bushels ....................18 @
Clover seed bushel ...............
Potatoes V bushel .................
Flour V barrel.
Cornmeal, bolted, » cwt
Oornmeal, unbolted. cwt.
Ground feed
Kidd lings V owl

20 socks, etc.
4 72
10
3 80
1 20

®

:
Y

—

SECOND DAT.

The attendance kept up well. The
followingare a part of the scores as
we go to press:

80

65

00
Bran V cwt
Events
Hay f ton ..........................
10 00012 00

1 2 3 4

Targets

&

16
Honey .........
10
Butter .........
0
Eggs fl dozen.
3»4
Pork.
Wood, naro. dry W cord .......... 1 75 Beach l5o
Chlokens, dressed, lb (live @ d>7
10
Beam V bushel..'. .................90
l oo
Ground Oil Cake ............... 90 per bun
Dressed Beef .................. 4
5
406
Vaai.... ........................

0

0

0 6
607

7

15

5

25

8

8
4

nmi_h,p

@ 8

fihoulderf .......................

IWlow .........................

When

%
BP'

m--

ilaus on file in Architect Price’s office,

r
w>

wgM

Holland, Mich. _
Bids should be endorsed “Sealed Proposals*’, and will be received by the
•etary up to 4 o’clock p. m. of Monday, June 29, 1896.
i be Board reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
By order of the Board of Education.
Dated Holland, Mich., June 22, 1896.
C. VkrSchure, Sec’y.

*Ee

The Trapshooters
been

in their

have

element this week. The
tournament of the

W;
fe'

Jt:
B*
-

•

Resolved, that, while we bow

In

the
’

1
I'

'

large as coaid be desired, many shoot

from outside were present. Among
them we noticed Ben Bust of Kala
mazoo, H jlcomb, Walton and Wharton (shooting under the name of “Palcon”) of Grand Rapids, Shelling of
Lansing, Shrigley of Traverse City,
Karsten,Van Eyck and Paul Smit of
Zeeland, and others.
The best score of the event was 24
outof 25, made by Walton of Gracd
Rapids. Our own shooters did well,
Thomas scoring 23 out of 25, De Roo
39 out of 20, and Ferguson 28 out of 30.
ere

!'

THUBSD AT— FIRST DAT.
1 S 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011

Evtnta:

•hmftU:

propose to

SHOE STORE

here, are conscientiousness,
attention to
the interest «f our patrons, absolute honesty in our dealings, handling the very best shoes that money will buy,
and selling a little lower than anybody else These principles are the basis upon which we ask your patronage.

A LESSON TO GLOUCESTER.
Smallpox Epidemic Teuchea People the

Are we deserving?

Value of Vaccination,
The recent outbreak of smallpox in
the alums of Gloucester was, according
to recent reports in the London Standard, a very serious affair. Eleven persons arc known to have been removed

in

this city business houses close
humble submissionto the will of God,
their
doors
when there is a ball game we sincerelymourn < the loss of a
Michigan Trap Shooters League—
on. That’s business.
friend and brother.
the first one held under the auspices
W. J. Van Bemmelen, one of our
Resolved, that Ottawa Lodge No.
•of the “Blue Rock Gun Club.” The
oldest residents, died suddenly Mon- 168 A. O. U. W. tenders Its heartfelt
club’s grounds near the water- works day morning of heart disease. The sympathy to his affilcted wife, childfuneral took .place Wednesday from ren and relatives,and that the charter
have recently been Improved for
event, the trap house enlarged, new ^be J-irst Ref. church, Rev. P. De be draped for thirty days with the
emblem of mourning.
traps bought, and electric pulls iD'jKrpJ„Dn!!flulqat,DK’i kid
Resolved, that a copy of these
stalled. A large tent was erected for! MS™nudk”a'enli seDdll>t(brlck t0 preambles and resolutions bespread on
the convenience of spectators and
Senator Ferry is having his resi- the minutes of this lodge, and a copy
presentedto the family of the desmaller ones for the treasurer and the dence repainted.
ceased brother, and to our local pa«hooters.
Miss Maude
mde E Squier and pupils as- pers.
Although the attendance was not as slsted by Miss Gertrude Alcott, of
Herman Damson,
occasion was the

§s

We

TAN SHOES
Seem'to have the run.
pretty ideas in fine shoe
young. All prices.

We

are showing many new and
making. Tan shoes for old and

from

Children’s Slippers

50c up.
Congress Shoe List cut

at cost.

HAGY&BOGE
me lower

Block

Shoe Store.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

at Holland.

The sportsmen of Holland

secured it is priceless.

we have won by a long and upright career. The things that have made this store the best

,

Proposals H'antd.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board or Education of the Public
Schools of the City of Holland for
chanffluK the present system of heating the Central and High School
buildings to a low pressure gravity
steam heating system, according to

it is

bold the position

'

to the hospital in two days in one particular court. The neighborhood referred to is in an exceedingly dirty condition, and crowded to excess.
A medical man states that not one
11
single person who has been successfully
revaccinated lias been admitted to any
which had the appearanceof being of the hospitalssuffering from the disvery short, is now racing with the ease.
Baumgartel.......................
610
Krans .......... ..................
20 wheat in its growth.
Every facilityis now offered to the
H. Harmon ........................
18
An addition is to be built to the working classes to be vaccinatqd or reJ . Skinner ........................
19
Mokma. ..........................
17 cheese factory.
vaccinated, free of expense,with calf
Yates .............................
12
C. Yau Loo has been appointed a lumph if desired, either at their own
Post ...............................
13
member of the hoard of village trus- homes or at the numerous vaccinatum
The principal event of the day was tees, vice P. J. Buwalda resigned.
stations which have been temporarily
the shoot for the expert, semi-expert Dirk Kamperman Jr., aged 27 years, opened in all parts of the city.
The effect of the epidemicon many
and amateur championship of Michi- died Sunday evening. The funeral
was
held
Wednesday,
from
the
Retrades
was disastrous, business in
gan; gold medals to winners Shelling
formed church.
some
cases being almost at a standstill.
of Lansing won the expert medal on a
Drapers, tailors, dealers in furniture,
score of 22 out of 95. Karsten of Zeeetc., were greatly affected, while the reIn Memorlam.
land won serai-expert medal, score 23.
ceipts of tram-cars were little more
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty
Krans of Zeeland won amateur medal,
than one-half the amount taken at orI God
to remove from our midst, our
score 20.
I worthy and
esteemed brother, Carl dinary times, and this notwithstanding
the fact that on the windows of each
D. M. Van Raalte: and
Whereas, the intimate relations so car a notice was posted stating that the
long held by our deceased brother conveyance was regularly disinfected.
with the members of this Lodge rend
With reference to the coat of the epiGrand Haven.
er it just and fitting to make a record demic to the city a prominentofficialinA special election will be held July of our appreciationof • him kind ness formed me that, judging from post exand good will toward his fellowmen perience, he estimates that this will be
2u, to vote on the proposition of bonding the city for $8,000 for the construc- and brothers, and also of his merits as at least £10,000 or £12,000.
tion of a municipalelectric light plant. a man; therefore

.. 9@

............................

10 20 15

Bush .............................
9 17
16
Walton ............................
916 11 22
Ferguson ..........................
0
Me Key ............................
4 10
Van Eyck .........................
7 13 10
De Roo ............................
6 16 4 1017
Karsten ........................ 013 12 10 23
Schell!ng ..................... ,... 818 1222
Falcon ...........................8 15 1110 14
Bhrlgley ................... ...... 7 15
14
Arleth .............................
7
12 20
Yates ..........................
5
Thomas ...........................
8
12 23
P. Smlt ......................... 9
1218

0

5

to the wonderful Improvementin
the condition of growing crops during
the oast few days. This is especially
true, they say, of wheat. Almost as
if by magic has the prospect brightened. Where ten days ago fields of
wheat Indicated an almost entire fall
ure, in many instances good crops will
be harvested. The marked change is
attributed to the recent rains, which
with thefavorableweather, have given I
the wheat such a growth as to in a
great measure overcome the ravages of
the fiy. The rains have also washed
much of the rust off, so that there is
now apparently fair sailing for an
average crop. The same improvement
is noted in the meadows; and oats,

due

FRIDA

80

&
&

g^:.v=:=:

t^ces. Tho Hungarians do not detest
the Germans, but they do not like them,
either. The German, known to the
Magyars chiefly in his Austrian mani-

James A. Price, of Holland, was in
town Tuesday. He came here to draw
commode, several boxes of cigars, a plans for the new school buildiog.
»
i fetation,does not appear a model
58 whip, several pair of shoes, gloves,
Spoaklng about, the crop proapect worth imitating.The Auotrian te no@28
fishing rod, boat ticket to Chicago, a the Expositor says there is a better : m„
feeling on the part of farmers
^,rab e’ iu< UJ*triou,s-but> before
60 ham, pocket knife, sweater, box of
there has been for some time. It isi anjth,n& else- P*^ re-loving.

THE MARKETS.

Bams

are ber° ViSltlDgrelativesi

1

12

5 25 15 20 10 15 16 25 15
Bush .............9 18 18 8211817 8 11 ll 19 14
Holcomb ........ 5 9 15 7 17 8 11 5 5 9 10 10
Schelllng .........10 11
14 20 8 13 11 22 13
14 7 20 13 17 7 14 11 24 13
Walton
15 7 10 12 19
Shrigley..
9 10 16 6 21 15 9 13 1122 13
Karsten
3 10 19 6 10 13 15 0 7 9 2011
De Roo...
2112
18 15 is 8
Thomas ........ e 9
10 15 20

Holland, and Miss Isabel Thomson,
violinist,gave a musicale on Friday
evening, June 19.

J.

Wise,

A. Curtis,

Com. on

Resolutions.
Unanimously adopted June 23, '!>6.

Allegan County.
H. J. Kollen Is building
to his barn, in Overisel.

The requisite number of names
having been secured countv clerk Barret has issued a call for

[omcuL.

an addition

a

Common

Holland, Jaoe 23
1

CEREAL COMPANY.

Rapid Increaseof Population In Germany
—Need of an Outlet.
The rapid increase of population in
Germany, due, -it is believed,to the increase of manufactures,is becoming of
politicalImportance,says the Spectator. According to the corrected return
of the census, taken on December 2,
1895, the empire now contains 52,244,503 inhabitants, while France contains
only 39,000,000. The Germans, moreover, add at least 5,000,000to their
number every ten years, while the
French may be said not to increase at
all. As both countries train every
available man, the German army must
always lie greater than the French, and
in another generationwill be greater
by more than a third. Again, it is

Coffee drinkers may be Interested to
the opinion of some competent
physicians In regard to the use of Posturn, the grain driok, in place of coffee. Let It be understood that the
manufacturers do not decry the use
i f coffee by healty persons, but there
is a great army of Intelligent men and
women of the present day who cannot
stand the steady, daily poison of coffee, tobacco and whiskey without feeling the effect in some serious bodily

I9'*6.

pursaantto adjourn-

dependency into which Germans
might swarm. They would not swarm

.

Notler

boys by the

NAME NOT FANCIED BY POSTUM

know

derangement.
Dr. F. F. Cassady, editor of the
‘Medical Argus” Minneapolis,Minn.,
writes, enclosing the money for a
third case, and is kind enough to add:
“1 fully coincide with your views in
regard to the use of coffee and tohacc
by neurasthenrs (nervous patients).
I am using Postum every day and am
greatly pleased with it.”
A great many people who are not
keenly sensitive In their coffee tastes
*tate that Po<tum tastes so ranch like
coffee that they do not notice the difference wh*-n b is served at breakfast.
The makers do not claim, however,
that it has exactly the same taste as
»

France, can long sustain its population,
which must, therrforc,either emigrate
ment, and who called to order by the mayor. in increasing numbers or burst out in
Preeent: Mayor De Young, Alda. Lokker. some direction into lands less overFlleman, Takken, Knlte, Haberm&nn, Kooyera full. It ia believed to bo a clear perand tbe Clerk.
ception of these facts which makes some the finest coffee.
Reading of minute i aod regular order of bnalruling men in Germany so eager for a
It nas exactly the same color,
nesB was suspended
The common councilm-

special session of the board of supervisors to consider the ordering of a special election
to pass upon the local-optionlaw.
The meeting has been called for Monday, July 6. The board will then examine the petitions, as to their suffiThe followingbills were presented and
ciency under the law, but they are not
viz:
required to order an election, even if
Boot A Kramer pd 3 pr ords
the petitions are in due form. They
M
2
may do it or not, as may please them.
M Kleilntveld

Two young German

THE

OF POLITICAL IMPORTANCE.

doubtful whether Germany, which is
naturallya far i>oorer country than

Council.

Imitationtoflee.
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clock

Brd of pub wrks light In tower

iwed
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if they got

one. The idea of the
is to escape official-

dom, not to replace himself under
20 country beyond the seas.
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REDUCED RATES FUR JULY 4tb.
TheC. & W. M., and D., L. & N.
lines will sell tickets between all local stations July 3rd aod 4th, good to

w.

Monday the 6th, at one-way

return
rates.

GEO.

23-1

DeHAVEN,

G. P.

A.
«

SUNDAY, JULY 5th
EXCURSION TO OTTAWA BEACH
GRAND HAVEN AND MUSKEGON.
Get out of the hot town on Sunday
and spend the day on Lake Michigan’s
shore, where coo> breezes blow. Ottawa Beach, Grand Haven and Muskegon offer great attractionson these
hot days, aod It won’t cost much to go
on the C. & W.
Excursion Train
July 5th, leaving Holland at 9:50 a.
m., which will arrive at Ottawa

M

Beach at 10:15 a. m. Rate $0 25.
Grand Haven at 10:45 and Muskegon
at H:l.r>a. m. Rate $0.50. Return
trains will leave Muskegon at 6:30 p.
m., Grand Haven at 7:00 and Ottawa
Beach

7:00 p.

m.

-

GEO. DeHAVEN, G.
23—

2w

-

4*0

P. A.

The Ideal Panacea.
James L. Francis, Alderman, Chiand is cago, says; “I regard Dr. King’s New
just as piquant and pungent in Its Discovery as an Ideal Panacea for
table as the finest Mocha coff -e. hut Coughs. Colds and Lung Complaints,
the taste is distinct and belongs to having usedlt in mv family forthe
Postum ahme.
last five years, to the exclusion of
It Is made by the Postum Cereal Co. physician’s prescriptions or other preIlm.. of Battle Creek, Mich., and It Is parations.”
not an imitation of any drink, but
Rev. John Butgus, Keokuk. Iowa,
stands on its own footing as a wonder- writes: “I have been a Minister of
fully palatable mid (leliclous table tliftMethodK EpiscopalChurch for 50
drink, thnroughlvhealthful and nour- years or more, and have never found
ishing, and is made strictly of the anything so beneficial, or that
grains. It Is Impossible to judge of gave me su«h speedy relief as Dr.
the perfection of the product without King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal
a careful personal test of It.
Cough Remedy now.
There are thousand-* of people using
H. Walsh. Holland.
Postum, the health coffee, in place of
A. De Krulf Zeeland,
coffee, and who have been benefited in
their heal1 h to r.n extent that comNo. ’ 2 4000 Playmouth Binder
mands th“ir esteem and warm friend- Twine just received. Buy the best.
ship for Postum.
H. De Krulf, Jr., Zeeeland and FIol-

name of Koljke who came to America The clerk reported the followingoaths of office
Parchaain* a Monkey.
about three years ago, and who had on file: Memberof the Board of Public Works,
A dealer in stuffed animals who also
been employed by Mr. H. Timmer- John Kerkhof justice of the peaca, P, A Latte
man, Fillmore, for the past two years, The secretary of Eagle Hoae Oo. No. 1. re- kept a few live creatures for sale, gave
prior to the time they went away, ported resignationof W. Ocbumpangh as mem- his shop boy, who was permitted to sell
have not been heard of since their de- ber of said company and that A. J. Konlng was the stuffed specimens,orders to call
9 20
7 22 H 6
Ferguson .........10 12
parture. The hoys told Mr. T. they
Von Eyck ....
16 12 10 HIT 8 were going lo East St. Louis and electedto fill the vac mey , subjectto the appro- him when anyone asked for any of the
16
Mokma ----val of the council.
living animals, says Y outh’s Companion.
18
d to w
agreed
write. lr. is thought they — Aoprovid.
H. Harmon . .... 6 11
5 17 15 811
One day a gentleman called and de18
8
G. Harmon ........ 511
are the victims of the recent cyclone
B. Van den Berg, tl.ht police,reported hav. manded a monkey.
14
16 8 11 11 8 10
J. Smith .......
at
that
place.
6
516
6
Holley .......
Ing collected for the month ending June 15,
‘‘Anyone of these?’ asked the boy,
5 16 9
817
P. Smlt ......
In a few of the road districtsin this 1896, the sum of (19.33.
71214 14 6
11 18
Arleth ........
who
was in charge. He pointed to the
county
the
highway
labor
tax
is
al-Filed.
lb 5
Baumgartel...
stuffed
specimens.
18
i3
ways paid In money, and in these dis- The clerk reported flling of kllUard hall bond
Dulyea ...........
22-2w.
16
Yates ............
‘No — I want a live monkey," untricts double the amount of improve- of Exavior F. Sutton piiuclpal, and Coroellns
Wily grocers sometimes work In
Brerman .........
ment
is
secured
than
in
districts
Blom and Cbos. H. Harmon sureties; also like 8'vere{l Hie customer,
McClellan .......
If you connot afford a new Mower
cheap imitations of Postum Cereal
where the tax is paid in labor.
Kamps ...........
bond of William B. Billings principal,and Her. | The b°y stepped to the door of the coffee If the consumer will stand It.
or Binder save trouble and money by
D Blots.
Two prisoners broke jail Sunday, by menus Boone end James Hnntly sureties,duly back shop and called to his master:
buying a good second hand at a barKlooetar.
prying the bars off the window of approved by the mayor.
‘You’re wanted, sir.’
De Krulf.
gain. H. De Krulf, Jr., Zeeland and
The
Climax
Brandy
of
1876
Vintage.
Baert.
their cell. They are Herman Brown
The clerk reported three poposallfor tbe
22-2w.
C. Blom-.
Earnings
of
EngUah
Lawyers.
Has proven to he a superior distillaand Walter Day. and were held for furnishingand deliveringof lumber to the city
It is observedIn England that moat tion, and with years of ripen! ' g Is now
The state three men team ihoot burglary. Sheriff Stratton offers a re- of Holland.
Pure blood is the secret of health
ward.
The
proposals
were
read
and
laid upon the ta- 1 Jroiun^ “eu freBl» fro™ the uuiversitiee put upon the market by me Speer N. Burdock Blood Bitters insures pure
was the event of the day. This event
ble until the wxtmaellng of tbe council. j ®re abandoning tbe study of law for J. Wine Co. Ills a superior mellow
blood.
was at 25 singles.
Saugatuck.
Bond for contract of Mains Extension, i medicine. Perhaps this la not so strange brandy, possessingall the medicinal
The state championship was won by
The finest line of Pocket Books ever
propertiesfor which hrandFs from
The ng Martel has ceased making Alba L. Holmes principal and Rokns Kantcrs when the London Telegraphcalculates grape are so eminentlyuseful. Sold brought to this city, to be seen at Stethe Grand Rapids team— Event 5— by
and ChristianGaDmeyer sureties, was approved that “If the money earned by practictrips to Grand Haven.
'
di
venson’s jewelry store.
by druggists.
the following scores:
j |ng barristers were equally divided
There has been a smouldering fire by the
Grand Rapids— Bush 21, Walton 20, in the old docks at Singapore for sev- from tbe general fund and placed to tbe credit of ! among all counsel, practicing and hon“I was troubled with that dreadful
Perovian Bitten.
orary, therw would remain the muHolcomb 17; total 58.
eral weeks. There are hundreds of the wster fund.
disease called dropsy; swollen from
LaFayette.
Indm Aug. 6, 1893.
nificanl sum of 12 guineas a year for head to foot. Burdock Blood Bitters
Zeeland— Smith 16, Van Eyck 16, cords of slabs and sawdust in the docks Adjourned.
A unt Rachel Speer:’
Karsteu 21; total 63.
affording sufficientmaterial to keep a
each.”
has cured me. It is a most wonderGEO. H. BIFP, Olty Clerk.
1 1 have been using your Peruvian BitHolland, team No. 1— Mokma 16, fire smouldering the season through.
ful medicine.” Joseph Herlck, Lin..... ..
Life
In the Deep Sea.
ters of late for malarial fever that I
Thomas 18, H. Harmon 17; total 51.
wood.
Ont.
Capt. Brittain annouwtes that be
Hundreds ofjirecious little
nnesnwe In many ofa the
have not been entirely rid of for the
soundings
made by
I 1? 1 »
waj-v. ovsu
o IUUUC
Uj
Holland, team No. 2— Arleth 12, will fit the steamer Martel with pas- their lives to
past two years until now. I must say
Ferguson 21, De Roo 19; total 53.
If you want to enjoy a dellclou*
senger accommodatioDsaod put her
your bit tore beat everything.I used
on
th
the
route
between
this
place
and
smoke,
try
those
Mexican
cigars,
at
In the merchandise event everyone
It only six weeks and began to Improve
Tnaw’s Bazaar.
Holland, two trips per day.
the first week. I am now well and
got a prize. Dave Blom won the Win*
—
-««»-----One dose of Dr. Fowler’a Ext.
800 fathoms his net* caughUbeautihearty and feel young again, even now
chesteV repealing" rto*uo7
Go
to H. De Krulf, Jr., for a jjood
Wlld
Strawberry
will
check
any
case
M
specimen
of
the
caput
medusa.
Tup
u
iT.T . W0D * the dredge Farquar is through
In this very hot weather.
the other prizes were, a barrel Of flour; her wdrk at South Haven she will be of diarrhoea if taken at tbe start.’ i fpeclmen waa preserffcdand is now 4* second hand mower or binder,
Mrs. Jane Newman.
land and
22-2w.
the Britishmuseum in London.
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